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“Light and illumination are inseparable components of 


form, space and light. These are the things that create 


ambiance and feel of a place, as well as the expression 


of a structure that houses the functions within it and 


around it. Light renders texture, illuminates surface, 


and provides sparkle and life.” 


- LE CORBUSIER 
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Chapter 1  


Introduction 


 


     Light is essential to human existence, yet it is rarely 


appreciated in its most basic form. Often taken for granted, it 


dictates our daily activities, influences our moods and frame of 


mind, and affects the way we perceive all aspects of life 


(Brooker; Ballou, 2003:9). Without light we cannot see and, 


without sight, our experience of the world would not be visual in 


nature and most of our activities would not be achievable in the 


sense that we know them. In 1755 German philosopher 


Immanuel Kant proposed that light existed long before the earth 


and other planets were even formed (Williams, 2005). Since this 


time, there have been numerous studies of light and inventions 


of light sources that have refined the concept into what we 


understand it to be in contemporary life.  


 


With the development of technology and the entertainment 


industry, lighting has become an integral part of all visual media. 


The arts, cinematography, theatre and, more recently, computer 


graphics (CG) all rely on good lighting techniques to portray their 


subject in a specific manner, thereby adding to the visual 


narrative of a creative work. Lighting designers have a good 


understanding of the behaviour of light in an environment, which 


can easily be achieved through a continuous, informal response 


to the world around us (Reid, 1993:3). Given a simple 


understanding of the aspects that contribute to specific lighting 


conditions, as well as drawing from well-established disciplines 


like cinematography, the designer is equipped with the essential 


tools required to create varying lighting narratives.  
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Rapid technological advancement in the CG industry has created 


a demand for, and the expectation of, greater photorealism in 


certain fields. In the realm of animation and the 13D 


environment, tools that create high quality renderings are widely 


available and becoming fairly easy to apply. Whatever the 3D 


artist’s specialised field may be, they all aim to use the software 


to the best of their ability in order to create work that is accurate 


and visually intriguing, leaving audiences in admiration of the 


heightened realism reached by 3D representation. From 


visualisations that educate in the field of medical science, to 


animations portraying fantastical worlds and beings, the 


potential for entertainment and benefits for education are 


endless. Although the industry is considered relatively young, it 


is maturing at an extremely rapid rate and 3D artists are 


establishing their own techniques and conventions, much like 


other art forms in previous centuries (Brooker; Ballou, 2003:1-


2). Specialisation in certain aspects of the 3D pipeline are 


becoming more available, resulting in artists who have great 


knowledge and skill in modelling, animation, lighting and 


rendering, and who are contributing to the growth of the 


industry. 


 


However, for any visual medium like 3D, an understanding of 


aesthetics and the basic principles of design also need to be 


considered throughout the production pipeline. They are useful 


tools to achieve high quality renderings and help create visual 


interest in the work. The focus of this report is on various 
                                                 
1 3D (Computer Graphics) are graphics that use a three-dimensional 
representation of geometric data that is stored in the computer for the 
purposes of performing calculations and rendering images. The main 
processes involved are modelling; animation and rendering.  
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aspects of lighting, both technical and theoretical, and it draws 


on various disciplines for theories and practice. It will achieve 


these outcomes by exploring the theme of mood and setting, 


achieved through various explorations and understanding of 


light. The report is an opportunity for further specialisation in the 


3D environment and aims to assist other students and artists to 


seek answers in literature dedicated to a specific part of the 


animation pipeline - lighting.   


 


The vehicle for exploring these ideas will be through 3D interior 


visualisations. These are created by the interior design and 


architectural industries and used to sell concepts and resolve 


design flaws before going into the expensive process of building 


or decorating. They are created in a virtual 3D environment with 


great accuracy and attention to detail. In the interior design 


field, visualisations are created to gain a better understanding of 


the architectural space, so that ideas and decisions are based on 


the room’s form and function itself, rather than on the 


interpretation of a ‘good living space’ that, in reality, does not 


represent the client’s actual space. In the architectural field, 


interior visualisations are used to provide the customer with an 


idea of how the structure can enhance the living environment. In 


both fields, the most important focus is on creating a mood that 


displays the functionality of the room (i.e. comfort in a living 


environment; professionalism in an office environment, etc.) and 


a desire to experience that mood and space in reality. 


 


I believe that, when looking at which elements of an interior 


visualisation create visual appeal, it is the junction of aesthetics 


and mood which play an important role. Once the artist has 


created the accurate models and textures for the architecture 
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and furniture, he or she can create mood by using basic design 


tools such as composition and colour. The final element that 


decides the mood of the visualisation is achieved through a 


deliberate lighting and rendering process. Sometimes the 


designer is constrained by time, budget or lack of aesthetic 


expertise and hence some visualisations lack mood and setting, 


and simply display functional representation.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Lighting is considered to be one of the most important aspects of 


photorealistic 3D visualisations, as it provides the viewer with 


the look and feel of the image as well as the opportunity to 


visualise the design in reality. Although a visualisation also relies 


heavily on other 3D processes for its success, like accurate 


modelling and texturing, lighting ultimately brings everything 


together in a realistic manner. According to Birn (2000:6), a 


realistic scene is the result of good lighting and rendering as it 


allows the technology behind the image not to call attention to 


itself. He states that the viewer will then only notice a compelling 


image or an innovative new visual style, and the computer that 


generated the image will not be the first aspect to strike the 


viewer’s mind. 


   
Fig. 1.1. Two interior visualisations of a kitchen showing (left) functionality and 
(right) mood. 
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The phenomenon of lighting has been a fascination amongst 


many visual artists and has been studied widely. In particular, 


the work of James Turrell is a culmination of the artistic 


exploration of light and space, and he has devoted his life to 


demonstrating how light should be treasured (BBC, 2000). In his 


numerous lighting projects he has used both natural and artificial 


light to create mood-enhancing spaces. The spaces, which have 


entranced audiences, have been described by many as ‘celestial 


phenomena’. Turrell’s work is an exceptional example of how 


light can stimulate mood and ambience in architectural space, 


and it offers a platform for the foundation of this research. 


 
The need and subsequent benefit for research of this nature on a 


South African scale has several applications. The expansion of 


3D visualisations in the interior design and architectural 


industries is evident by the number of CG visualisation 


companies that are arising in the local market. Internationally it 


is a well-established business in which awards are presented for 


the best visualisations and animations (Mottle). In a country like 


South Africa, where the building trade is advancing and 


organisations like the CIDB (Construction Industry Development 


Board) are recognising the need for construction as ‘a 


cornerstone for economic growth and development’, the scope 


and prospects for CG creative visualisation is promising (5th Post 


Graduate Conference on CID, 2008). 


 


This investigation into CG lighting techniques will result in the 


completion of a creative project which serves as practical support 


for that submission. The creative project encompasses the 


research question through the design and production of an 
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interior visualisation rendered with varying lighting designs that 


are influenced by natural phenomena, such as sunlight, sunset 


and night, in order to evoke different moods. The result of these 


renderings will show how careful attention to design elements (of 


colour, textures, shape, etc.) and design principles (of balance, 


harmony, composition, etc.), in conjunction with informed 


lighting setups, will change the look and feel of a 3D 


environment. It will demonstrate the power that lighting can 


have on the photorealistic elements in a visualisation and reveal 


how knowledgeable decisions lead to successful results in the 3D 


environment.  


 


The literature that has been consulted in this research report is 


multi-disciplinary - drawing from the visual arts, 


cinematography, sciences and CG - as the research seeks 


theories and concepts from various fields. As the report is 


supported by a creative project, the key literature is Birn’s 


publications entitled Digital Lighting and Rendering (2 Editions; 


2000; 2006). The focus of his writing is the mastery of 


photorealism using CG lighting techniques. It is a sound body of 


learning material that addresses both the interest of the lighting 


artist, as well as all needs from designer to client. It provides the 


reader with a broad spectrum of theoretical reading, making it 


accessible to a larger market as well as giving the designer more 


creative control. The publications are limited by the practical 


nature of their content and, therefore, they have been used as a 


basis for expanding on various theories and concepts.  


 


The lighting course entitled Pixel Cinematography: A Lighting 


Approach for Computer Graphics, presented at the Siggraph ’96 


Conference, offers a comprehensive approach for lighting, 
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specifically in the field of computer graphics. Presented by four 


prominent figures2 in the animation and cinematographic 


industries, the course covers discussions on how lighting in 


computer graphics can be used to enhance visual storytelling for 


cinematic purposes. It collects knowledge and principles from the 


disciplines of design, fine art, photography, illustration, 


cinematography and the psychology of visual perception. The 


content of the course is useful in relation to this paper in order to 


understand how these principles affect the purpose of a digital 


work, regardless of its intended audience. It does not address 


lighting on a technical level as Birn does; instead it deals with 


viewer reaction and response to movies which, for me, relate 


directly to the process of evoking mood within a scene. Although 


it does not address the needs of the visualisation industry 


directly, it is appropriate in terms of achieving and 


understanding photorealistic lighting and evoking mood in a CG 


environment.  


 


Various short research essays and presentations relating to the 


topics at hand will be discussed and referenced in the pages that 


follow. A significant literary contribution to the research report, 


which will be discussed in Chapter 4, is Craig Adcock’s The Art of 


Light and Space. Adcock focuses on how Turrell uses light and 


space to create sophisticated works of perception and 


experience. The book provides insight into concepts of light and 


how it affects human emotion/experience as well as the viewer’s 


perception and experience regarding the evocation of mood with 


light. There is a considerable amount that can be learned about 


                                                 
2 Sharon Calahan (Lighting Supervisor, Pixar); John Kahrs (Animation 
Director, Blue Sky Productions); Dave Carson (Digital Effects Supervisor, 
Industrial Light and Magic) and Stephen Poster (Cinematographer) 
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using light to create visual interest. If we understand the 


purpose and development of Turrell’s work, Adcock’s discussions 


take on a significance that is thoroughly researched and 


exemplary in understanding the artwork.  


 


The discussion in the report regarding concepts of lighting will 


draw heavily from the arts and scientific disciplines. Drawing on 


mood as a theme, the research will continually make use of 


aesthetic theories that define and challenge how the viewer is 


likely to interpret a creative visualisation. In order to place the 


research into a specific context, Chapter 2 of the report 


introduces the field of architectural visualisations and discusses 


photorealism in a 3D environment. Chapter 3 looks closely at 


various lighting principles and techniques with the aim of 


establishing mood in a visualisation. Mood and setting will also 


be discussed in this chapter, focusing on aspects of these that 


contribute to visual interest and add to the success of a 


visualisation. In Chapter 4 the report compares and contrasts 


theories through identified case studies and practical examples, 


and applies the findings to the creative project. The results and 


findings of this project will be discussed in the concluding 


chapter, Chapter 5, and the final rendered images and a basic 


synopsis describing the creative process will be available as an 


Appendix to the Report. 
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Chapter 2  


Architectural visualisations, photorealism and 


design aesthetics in a 3D environment.  
 


     CG architectural visualisations1 are a relatively new medium 


that can be described as 3D graphics showing the attributes of a 


proposed architectural design. Prior to these – and, in some 


cases, still the preferred choice of architects - were hand-drawn 


sketches, pen and ink drawings and watercolour renderings that 


represent their design with the vision of an artist.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


3D software has equipped the architectural illustrator to create 


photo-real renderings for presentation, marketing and design 


analysis purposes. They can be developed to the correct scale 


and proportion and may include actual 3D textures, materials2, 


colours and finishes in order to make the visualisation look as 


close to the proposed design as possible. There are various types 


of renderings, depending on the final purpose. They can be a 
                                                 
1 Also referred to in the CG industry as architectural renderings. 
2 Textures and materials in 3D are applied to models and calculate algorithms 
that will determine how each object will respond to light and how a surface 
will look when rendered.  


  
Fig. 2.1 Left: Traditional architectural illustration with an artistic flair. Right: A modern 
architectural CG visualisation  
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single ‘still’ rendering, which most closely represents the older 


illustration method but, more commonly used in the architectural 


industry, are walk-through and ‘fly-by’ animations, which are 


short movies displaying the three-dimensionality of an 


architectural space. Other industries have seen the benefits in 


this kind of rendering method and are employing them for their 


own needs. In particular, the interior design industry is 


producing both stills and walk-through animations displaying 


design concepts, with easy interchangeability of colours and 


patterns for presentation and planning purposes.  


 


Architectural visualisations may be categorised by the techniques 


used to render them. For instance, photorealistic renderings are 


completed using high quality textures and accurate lighting 


achieved through rendering processes such as global 


illumination, ray-tracing, final gather, etc. Non-photorealistic 


renderings (NPRs) are also created with 3D software using 


creative techniques that represent artistic illustrations (drawings, 


sketches, etc.), rather than exact replicas of what the space 


would look like in reality. Some argue that NPRs can often 


convey a mood that is difficult to achieve in a synthetic, 


photorealistic scene, and that, through abstraction, the viewer’s 


attention can be focused on more important information while 


downplaying extraneous or unimportant features (Klein, et al. 


2000:527). The style of NPRs is a return to that of the traditional 


architect’s illustration with the vision of an artist. However, the 


two varying approaches of interpretation do not take precedence 


over the other. The preferred or chosen technique is merely a 


joint decision by client and architect. Both have equal 


advantages and disadvantages, which this report does not aim to 


cover but will, instead, focus on photorealistic renderings.  
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With a growing number of visualisation companies arising 


globally, there is increased debate on the use of photorealistic 


techniques in architectural visualisations. Photorealistic 


possibilities are continually on the rise with the rapid 


advancements in CG technology. Although it is not the objective 


of this research to define and focus on photorealism itself, it is 


nevertheless important to discuss aspects of this subject in order 


to achieve a better understanding for the purpose of studying 


realistic lighting techniques in a 3D environment. 


 


Photorealism is defined as ‘the mimicking of reality by means of 


meticulous attention to realistic detail’ (Mifflin: 2000). Bill 


Fleming, digital artist and author of “The 3D Photorealism 


Toolkit” and “Advanced 3D Photorealism Techniques”, 


   
 


Fig. 2.2 Left: A photorealistic rendering from CGArchitect.com. Right: A CG NPR 
from ‘Stylized Rendering of 3D Scanned Real World Environments’, Xu, H and Chen, 
B. Proceedings of the 3rd International Symposium on Non-Photorealistic Animation 


and Rendering (NPAR'04). Annecy, France, Jun 7-9, 2004 
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categorises ten principles3 of photorealism, stating that an image 


must conform to at least eight of these principles in order for it 


to be considered truly photorealistic (Fleming, 1998:3). The 


principles set out by Fleming are a good basis for achieving 


photorealism in all fields of CG and are respected by many in the 


industry. Brenton (2007:3), however, argues that certain of 


these principles are irrelevant (e.g. Principle 3 - Believability) as 


photorealism would not be achieved if they weren’t present in 


the visualisation. He states that they can also be subjective in 


their nature (e.g. Principle 2 - Personality and Expectations) or 


immaterial (e.g. Principle 6 – Dirt, dust and rust; and 7 – Flaws, 


Scratches and Dings), as not all visualisations are representing 


older, used spaces, especially in the architectural field.  


 


Brenton’s premise re-evaluates Fleming’s principles by 


suggesting a new, re-worked set of guidelines. He begins by 


categorising the original principles under three main headings, 


according to the tools which 3D artists have available to them, in 


order to complement them by prioritising and placing them at 


the top of the list. These tools are Lighting, Geometry and 


Textures. He retains the principles of ‘Chaos’ and ‘Imperfections’ 


by creating their own sub-categories, and moves aspects of 


lighting, such as Global Illumination, to the top of the list as he 


believes this represents its level of importance (Brenton, 


2007:9). The body of Brenton’s thesis examines these principles, 


as well as one principle he creates himself, by applying them to 


established photorealistic visualisations; he then proceeds to 


                                                 
3 Principles of Photorealism according to Fleming: 1. Clutter and Chaos 2. 
Personality and Expectations 3. Believability 4. Surface Texture 5. Specularity 
6. Dirt, Dust, and Rust 7. Flaws, Scratches and Dings 8. Beveled Edges 9. 
Object Material Depth 10. Radiosity 
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have them evaluated by professionals in the industry with regard 


to their level of photorealism.  


 


Principle (New) Elements Attributes 
• Direct illumination Sources of light 
• Indirect illumination 
• Specular reflection 


1. Global illumination 


Reflection of light 
• Diffuse reflection 
• Profile accuracy 
• Specular depth 


Bevelled edges 


• Specular detail 
Object modeling depth  


• Profile accuracy 
• Specular depth 


2. Accurate object 
representation 


Surface texture 


• Specular detail 
Clutter 
Randomness 


3. Chaos 


Non-uniformity 
Dirt, dust and rust 4. Imperfections 
Flaws scratches and 
dings 


 


Table. 2.1. The new principles of achieving photorealism according to 
Brenton (2007). 
 


For discussions on photorealism, the case studies and creative 


project in this research report will use Brenton’s principles, as 


listed above. The relevance of Brenton’s study in this research 


report lies in the similarities of focus in the subject matter of 


photorealism in interior architectural images. Fleming’s work has 


often been used as a basis for understanding the principles of 


photorealism and is generally used as a starting point into 


various fields of application (Sidiropoulos, Vasilakos, 2006:302). 


A discussion on photorealistic aspects will, therefore, not be the 


focus of this investigation, but may be referred to where 


relevant.  


 


Another important feature when producing any visual work, 


especially in the field of CG, is design aesthetics. Although it is 


not a principle or contributing factor to achieving photorealism, 
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creating visual interest over and above rendering realistic 


elements is important to both capturing and holding the 


attention of the viewer. Visual appeal is achieved by the designer  


through organised elements, with the intention of evoking an 


aesthetic experience. Aesthetics is variously defined as: beauty 


in appearance (Lavie & Tractinsky 2004), visual appeal 


(Lindgaard & Dudek 2003), an experience (Ramachandran & 


Blakeslee 1998), an attitude (Cupchik 1993), a property of 


objects (Porteous 1996), a response or a judgment (Hassenzahl 


2004a;2004b), and a process (Langer 1967). The complexity of 


the subject is evident in these varying definitions but, inherent in 


them all, is pleasure and harmony – a physical, emotional, 


human experience.  


 


Hekkert states that aesthetic experience is restricted to pleasure 


that results from sensory perception (2006:157). If we consider 


that the focus of this report is on visualisations, it simplifies the 


process of understanding aesthetics through visual stimuli only. 


The basic principles of design are concepts used to organise or 


arrange the structural elements of a visual work into an 


experience that we may term aesthetic. The way in which these 


principles are applied affects the expressive content or the 


message of the work using visual cues (elements) such as line, 


shape, colour, texture, etc. The principles themselves include the 


concepts of balance, harmony, proportion, rhythm and 


emphasis. These are based on basic human perception and how 


we experience things around us. For instance, the concept of 


harmony in an artwork reaching visual equilibrium is understood 


subconsciously in our brains by our physical sense and need for 


balance. This is then interpreted in our subconscious mind as 
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something pleasurable, which thus evokes an emotional 


response (Jirousek, 1995).  


 


The fact that aesthetics involve an experience that leads to 


pleasure, implies that it has a relationship to emotion (Lingaard, 


2007:4). Emotion in CG can be pre-determined by the intention 


communicated through theme and mood which is set by the 


designer/producer. Although the psychological effects of CG may 


be difficult to quantify, broad approaches to setting mood are 


well understood (Kennedy, 2002: 2). Artists make use of visual 


elements such as lighting, saturation of colour, symbolism 


(colour), camera techniques, etc. to set the tone for the work. 


These are basic cinematographic techniques that will be further 


explored in the chapter that follows.  


 


Concepts of photorealism and aesthetics are important when 


producing architectural visualisations. They need to be 


understood, questioned and considered by artists every time 


they make a decision on a visual element in their design. 


Intuitive and informed decision-making is fundamental to 


creating successful visual works. Visualisation artists are often 


only concerned with the accuracy of representing real life 


objects, and neglect to consult the basic principles of design, 


resulting in a work with less visual appeal. The following chapter 


will focus on the principles of CG lighting to create mood and 


ambience and will further explore the concept of visual appeal.  
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Chapter 3  


Lighting techniques and principles to create 


mood and ambience.  


 


It is widely accepted that lighting is one of the main contributors 


to setting the mood and tone across varying fields of art, 


photography, CG, cinematography and  film, to name a few. 


However, the question of why or how is rarely addressed by the 


viewer. Even with the significant impact of lighting, its effect is 


subtle and often only registers in our subconscious minds. It 


takes a trained eye to be able to identify and understand why 


certain lighting works in an environment and why others fail.  


 


To be able to control light in a scene is both a technical and 


compositional skill (Alexandria, 1984:65). It should be seen as 


an additional tool of the designer, who makes informed decisions 


on its quantities, qualities, direction, etc. This chapter will look at 


the technical aspects of lighting and how it can be used 


effectively to convey mood and set the tone for the visualisation. 


The focus of this report however, is on the thought process 


rather than the precise procedures, technologies or physics 


behind each light source. It will therefore not broach subjects in 


a technically specific manner, but will rather look at the concepts 


and their implementation in order to reach the main objective – 


that of setting the mood. 


 


3.1 Communicating with light.  


According to Calahan (1996:12) the primary purpose of 


cinematic lighting is storytelling. Therefore, each story-point for 
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each shot has to be clearly understood so that the lighting 


designer knows how to illuminate the scene and doesn’t place 


arbitrary lights merely to enable the viewer to see the subject 


(Calahan, 1996:12). It is the lighting designer’s task to captivate 


the viewer by emphasising the action and setting the mood.  


 


It must be said here that lighting is not the only contributing 


factor to enhancing mood. This can also be achieved through 


varying other means like music, set and costume design in film, 


or environment design and visual style in CG, but lighting is said 


to pull it all together into a cohesive mood (Calahan, 1996:24). 


Although lighting can have a significant, emotional role in a 


design environment, it may not be noticeable until it is 


contrasted against another image. There are also basic rules that 


need to be adhered to, and that have been tried and tested in 


various disciplines over time. For instance, a sad or gloomy 


scene should not be brightly lit, nor should comedy receive high 


lighting contrasts. It is this lighting vocabulary, to which we as 


cinemagoers have become accustomed, that can be used as a 


solid basis for understanding the practicalities of light in various 


environments. Establishing mood through lighting brings 


together the properties of the lights themselves as their 


motivation, purpose, placement, direction, range, colour, quality, 


quantity and intensity (Calahan, 1996:25). The following section 


will look at each of these as well as a number of other properties 


and discuss how they influence the emotional qualities of the 


scene.  


 


3.2 Objectives for lighting.  


The main objective of any kind of lighting in cinema and CG is to 


direct the viewer’s eye to where to look. To do this, designers 
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first need to understand what the lighting is trying to achieve, 


before deciding on the lighting style to be implemented. This 


involves planning, which is an important factor in the creation of 


all aspects of visual media. To achieve the desired outcome, 


lighting designers should plan their lighting through a process of 


identifying their goals, using references, and planning their work 


flow.  


 


3.2.1 Lighting styles. 


Lighting styles are described by their tonal range, from the 


darkest to the brightest highlight, with the grey values in 


between. They can also be described by their overall colour, 


motivation, placement and qualities of the light and shadows 


(Calahan, 1996:25). These tonal values and their distribution 


within the frame (known as a picture plane) are usually decided 


on early in the production of a work, and can dramatically affect 


the mood, because they set the overall look of the image, 


animation or film. They also help provide visual cues to viewers 


as to what could be happening in the scene before they have 


even begun to look closely at the subject matter.  


 


3.2.2 Lighting motivation. 


Once the lighting style has been decided upon, the next step is 


to look at the practical and hypothetical sources of light 


(Calahan, 1996:26). This will be influenced by what is happening 


in the scene (narrative), by camera location and by the layout of 


the scene. Lights can either be logical – motivated by an actual 


source (e.g. lamp or window) or pictorial – which are fictitious 


and motivated by their need in the scene or by the fact that they 


enhance the picture quality. There is usually a compromise 
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between the two sources of light, to ensure that the lighting feels 


natural and is not disorientating for the viewer. 


 


3.3 CG Lighting 


There is a vast difference between lighting in CG and real-world 


lighting. Although the tools to mimic real-world lighting are 


improving and becoming more readily available in various 3D 


software packages, an understanding of how light works is still 


essential in order to achieve photorealistic results. CG is all 


about imitation. In nature the sun is a single light source that 


can illuminate a room, but in CG it may require 10 different light 


sources and types to achieve the same results. The CG artist 


needs to trick the viewer’s eye into believing the light is really 


coming from the suggested source in a subtle manner, without 


drawing too much attention to that light. The following section 


looks at how the 3D artist can make use of a variety of light 


theories, which have been tried and tested in various mediums, 


to produce more photorealistic scenes. 


 


3.3.1 Qualities of light 


Light comes from various sources – such as sunlight, moonlight, 


lamps and candles - and the characteristics that make light 


sources unique are referred to as the qualities of light (Birn, 


2000:89). These qualities are very important in creating mood 


through lighting (Calahan, 1996:26). Birn (2000:89-112) 


describes the following five qualities of light and suggests how to 


use them convincingly within a 3D scene. He emphasises that it 


is not a definitive list but, rather, that he considers them to be 


the qualities most worthy of study and believes that their 


successful interpretation will create realistic scenes.  
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3.3.1.1 Softness 


This is the most important quality and one which is often 


poorly reproduced in CG. Most CG light sources produce 


hard light which creates crisp shadows and tense 


highlights. In real life, the source of a hard light would be 


originating from a far distance, like the midday sun, and it 


could therefore be used to mimic this time of day and 


mood. Soft light is diffused, scattered in many directions 


and creates very soft shadows. Soft light tends to make 


people feel comfortable and relaxed and is used in most 


interior lighting.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


3.3.1.2 Intensity 


This refers to the brightness of the light and can affect its 


role in the scene (i.e. the primary difference between a key 


and a fill light is their intensity settings). This will depend 


on the kind of lights that are being used in the scene and 


what mood is attempting to be portrayed. It may also be 


explained as ‘exposure’ (i.e. the amount of light that is 


exposed to film in photography) and will be discussed 


within a CG context in section 3.3.7 to follow. 


Fig 3.1. Scene illuminated by (left) hard light and (right) soft light. Created as 
part of the Creative Project test scenes by B. Marshall, 2009 
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Attenuation: Besides being able to set a light at varying 


intensities from its source, it can also become dimmer the 


further an object appears from the light source. This is 


more accurate in terms of how light reacts in real life and 


is called light attenuation. There are various applications as 


to how the light fall-off can react, but linear attenuation is 


most commonly used. This is a very predictable, easy to 


control method in which the user can set the point at which 


the light has completely decayed to its source of origin. 


Using this method, the half way point would mean that the 


light is at half its intensity from the source of origin. No 


attenuation means that all objects in the scene will render 


with the same amount of brightness and makes the scene 


look artificial. An exception is the simulation of real 


sunlight through a window, as it works best with no 


attenuation. This is because, in reality, the sun’s rays 


would have travelled millions of kilometres to reach the 


earth’s surface and a few more metres would not make a 


visible difference.  


 


Fig 3.2. Scene showing (left) a key light with an intensity setting of 0.7 and 
(right) the same key light with an intensity setting of 3. Created as part of the 
Creative Project test scenes by B. Marshall, 2009 
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3.3.1.3 Colour. 


In reality, different light sources emit typically different 


colours of light. For instance, indoor light bulbs commonly 


produce a light that is tinted yellow/orange, whereas the 


sun produces a blue-tinted light. This can be a visual cue 


for the viewer to determine the light source in the scene. If 


these kinds of principles are followed in CG lighting, the 


result will be more realistic. In addition, the use of more 


than one colour of light source in the scene will also create 


a more realistic environment. This is because different 


colours from the surrounding environment would be picked 


up by reflected light, creating a diversity of light colours. 


This effect is known as raytracing and global illumination 


and will be discussed in sections 3.5.3.1 and 3.5.3.2 which 


follow. 


 


 
Fig 3.3. Scene showing a key light mimicking the candles 
illumination with (1) attenuation switched off; (2) the same key 
light with linear attenuation switched on to a setting of 600 (3) 
a setting of 400 and (4) a setting of 200. Created as part of the 
Creative Project test scenes by B. Marshall, 2009. 
 


1 2 


3 4 
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Colour can, therefore, be more than just a quality of light: 


it is a very important determining factor for setting the 


mood of a scene and will be further discussed in section 


3.3.6 which follows. 


 


3.3.1.4 Throw. 


Lights do not generally illuminate a subject evenly and can, 


therefore, add a pattern or shape to the lighting. Throw 


refers to how the light is patterned, broken up or shaped 


(Birn, 2000:104). The position and angle of a light can 


determine the throw pattern of that light, and are two of 


the most powerful tools in making your scene look realistic. 


A texture map may also be used by placing an image onto 


the light, which acts almost as a projector. The light is then 


filtered through the pattern, making it look as though the 


light is shining through trees. These may also be referred 


to as ‘gobos’ or ‘cookies’ in certain software programmes. 


Fig 3.4. Scene showing 2 light sources with different colour tints. Created as 
part of the Creative Project test scenes by B. Marshall, 2009. 
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Birn (2000:109-112) also addresses the animation of lights 


and gobos to enhance the mood of a film or short movie. 


My research report, however, focuses on rendered ‘stills’ to 


address its objectives and, therefore, although the report 


acknowledges their importance, it will not deal with the 


qualities of light. 


 


It should be said, however, that qualities of light will 


initially be influenced by scene location and time of day, 


which may be accentuated to motivate mood or narrative 


(Calahan, 1996:26). Lighting is often heavily influenced 


and motivated by its source, but the lighting designer 


needs to work with these limitations as a basis for his or 


her work and to expand on them to enhance the story. 


  


3.3.2 Quantities of light 


When looking at the quantity of light in a scene, the amount of 


logical sources will need to be considered; understanding this will 


help set the mood for the scene (Calahan: 1996:26). For 


Fig 3.5. Scene showing (left) shaped light by use of modelled blinds and (right) 
projected light by means of ‘gobos’. Created as part of the Creative Project test 
scenes by B. Marshall, 2009. 
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instance, a soft, single light source (like a candle) can create a 


warm, romantic scene; whereas many bright lights can feel 


sterile and cold. The logical sources should always be kept to a 


minimum to establish direction and avoid confusion for the 


viewer. Too many logical sources can feel disorientating and may 


be counterproductive.  


 


Once the number of logical sources has been established, the 


actual number of lights used to achieve that look may be infinite. 


This is because the CG artist sometimes needs to fake certain 


effects of ambient or bounce lights. A light should never be 


added, however, if it doesn’t have an intended purpose as it may 


counteract what the designer is attempting to achieve with 


another light.  


 


3.3.3 Light sources (types of light)  


There are various types of light available to 3D artists for lighting 


a scene in CG. They are generally standard across various 


software programmes, but may differ slightly in look or 


application. The following is a brief description of the main light 


sources: 


3.3.3.1 Point Lights 


Sometimes called omnidirectional, these are lights that 


simulate rays shining from a single infinity point in space 


(Birn, 2000:13). They emit light uniformly in all directions 


and the shadows will react in the same way. This kind of 


light is not really true to any real-life light source, as none 


will be completely omnidirectional. Although the effect is 


similar to that of a bare light bulb, even this has a metal 


fixture at its base that will block the light. The throw of an 


omnidirectional point light may be manipulated, either by 
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using texture maps or grouping the light with 3D meshes 


that cast shadows.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


3.3.3.2 Spotlights 


Spotlights are the most commonly used light source in CG, 


as they can be conveniently controlled to aim light at a 


specific target (Birn, 2000:14). They, too, radiate light 


from a specific point but their beam is confined to a cone 


that can be manipulated. Spotlights generally have more 


setting options which make them more versatile. In 


addition, the cone also has softness and spread (falloff) 


settings that make its application even more desirable.  


 


 


 


 


 
Fig 3.6. Corner left: Screenshot of a point light in SoftImage XSI. 
Main: Scene showing the effect of a standard point light. Created as 
part of the Creative Project test scenes by B. Marshall, 2009. 
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3.3.3.3 Directional Lights 


Directional lights simulate the effect of a point light from 


an infinite distance. If a point light is placed very close to 


an object, the shadows of that object will appear oblong 


and distorted. A directional light, on the other hand, is not 


affected by the distance it is placed from an object and 


therefore, depending on the lighting objectives of the 


scene, it has some advantageous applications over a point 


light. However, the direction of the light may be difficult to 


manipulate and, for this reason, directional light is only 


usually used as a fill and not as a key light (this is 


discussed in 3.3.4.2 Light Functions, which follows).  


 


3.3.3.4 Area Lights 


Area lights are similar to point lights but their scale and 


dimensions can be altered. For this reason they are most 


 
Fig 3.7. Corner left: Screenshot of a spotlight in SoftImage 
XSI. Main: Scene showing the effect of a spotlight. Created as 
part of the Creative Project test scenes by B. Marshall, 2009. 
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often used to simulate real-world lighting, as they can be 


manipulated to be more accurate in terms of the light 


source being replicated. They produce high quality light 


and shadows and are an excellent choice for achieving 


photorealism. They do, however, add a significant amount 


of time to the rendering function, which makes them 


counter-productive when using them in animations. Area 


light applications are more suited to single frame renders 


(stills), although their affects can be simulated using 


various other types of lights for production purposes. They 


are available in varying shapes in many software 


programmes (spherical, flat or linear) which can make the 


lighting even more realistic and versatile. 


 


3.3.4 Light functions  


Independent from its type and quality, the function of light is 


used to describe how it is used on a subject (Calahan, 1996:28). 


This will also affect its placement and can be described as 


follows: 


 3.3.4.1 Ambient light 


 Ambient light is a flat, uniform light that helps to brighten 


up the shadows in a CG scene. It does not act like real 


ambient light, which is a type of bounce light that changes 


colour depending on what it is picking up from other 


objects.  


 


3.3.4.2 Three point lighting 


This is the most common and attractive way to light a 


character in a scene, in particular. It can also be used to 


create focus and direct the viewer’s eye to an object. Its 


main function is to model with light, showing the three- 
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dimensionality of an object that is displayed on a two-


dimensional surface. As its name suggests, three point 


lighting is made up using three lights, each with a different 


function: 


• Key light – is usually the brightest light in the 


scene, illuminating the subject and defining the 


dominant angle of the light source. It casts the 


darkest, most visible shadows in the scene and is 


usually placed above and to one side of the 


object, out of the camera’s view. Because of its 


dominance, the attributes of a key light are 


important for setting the scene’s mood. 


• Fill light – softens and extends the key light’s 


illumination and provides more visibility to the 


subject. It is a secondary light source that may 


represent reflected light. The fill light is placed at 


an opposite angle to the key light; it is less bright 


and works together with the key light to 


complement its effects.  


• Rim/back light – is placed behind the subject in 


order to define its edge and to visually separate 


the subject from the background. It is optional, 


and may be used as a stylistic device.  


 


Three point lighting is rarely used in architectural 


visualisations as there is no single subject requiring 


illumination. This technique, although important in 


cinematography and story telling, will not form part 


of the practical investigation.  
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3.3.5 Shadows 


Birn (2000:63) argues that shadows are as important as lighting 


in a CG environment, as they can improve the quality of renders 


and add realism to the scene. Shadows can also tie all the 


elements together and improve the designer’s composition. The 


visual functions of shadows are described by Birn (2000:63-66) 


as 1) defining spatial relationships; 2) revealing alternative 


angles; 3) adding to composition; 4) adding contrast; and 5) 


indicating off-screen space. A singular, dominant shadow is used 


with a second supporting shadow to ground objects into a scene.  


An advantage in CG is that the settings of shadows are 


independent of the physical placement of a light; however, they 


should still feel naturally motivated. 


 


3.3.6 Colour  


Colour theory is a vast subject. It makes a significant 


contribution to mood, and a thorough understanding of colour is 


considered essential across all visual media. Although this report 


does not intend discussing the intricacies of colour theory, it is 


necessary to address the important attributes of colour and how 


they create mood. The following discussion is a concise study of 


colours and their effects in a CG environment with regard to 


lighting; the study is undertaken on the assumption that the 


basics of colour theory are understood by the reader.  


 


The CG artist normally creates a colour palette with a limited 


range of colours, displaying a certain tonal range (Calahan, 


1996:30). This contributes to the lighting style of an animation, 


and the palette is chosen on the basis of how the colours relate 


to each other in colour theory (e.g. complementary colours). 


Although the 3D objects in the scene already have a pre-defined 
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colour range, lighting designers still design their own palette in 


order to convey a certain mood or style in the scene.  


 


Naturalistic lighting styles mimic the complementary palette 


found in nature which uses warm-cool colour relationships. If 


used correctly, they can accurately represent time of day in 


visualisations. Hue and saturation are important contributors to 


achieving mood in a CG scene. Scenes lit with colours of a 


similar saturation may provide a more sombre mood, whilst high 


contrasting colours are more likely to be vibrant.  


 


According to Calahan (1996:30) the placement and intensities of 


light can also have affect the colour of a scene. Strong 


directional lighting emphasises the shape of an object, 


minimising its saturation and creating a low-key, almost black-


and-white effect.  


 


Colours evoke physiological, psychological and emotional human 


responses that are reactions to associations that we, as viewers, 


have with past experiences and cultural heritage (Calahan, 


1996:31). A single colour can make a person react differently on 


different occasions, depending on its context, and may also have 


a varying response from person to person. The use of colour to 


evoke emotions has become quite stereotypical, especially in the 


marketing and advertising industries. We may all have similar 


reactions to certain colours, which mean certain generalisations 


toward colour can be made. In Pixel Cinematography, Calahan 


(1996:31-32) discusses a description of colours used to evoke 


certain emotions.  
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Colours can be classified as warm, cool or neutral in their 


emotional effects. In the picture plane, warm, saturated hues are 


known to advance and stimulate the nervous system, whereas 


cool, unsaturated hues tend to recede and induce calm. The 


warmer colours lie on the red-orange-yellow spectrum while the 


cooler colours lie on the green-blue-violet range.  


 


A personal response to colour is immediate but can wear off or 


even be reversed if a person is exposed to an alternative view 


for a long enough time. The tables below show Calahan’s 


descriptions of people’s reaction and emotional responses to 


colour, based on psychology and advertising research (1996:31). 


If one uses the tables as a guide, they may offer a better 


understanding of colour and the emotional effects it has on a 


scene. This may assist the lighting designer in creating his or her 


palette, in order to communicate mood for the visualisation. 


Emotions directly affect mood, which will determine how the 


viewer internalises a visualisation. These are all important 


aspects of understanding how objects appear richer with 


intuitively coloured lighting pallets and are necessary 


contributing factors for creating photorealistic renderings. 


 


Red Green Blue 


• Anger 
• Passion 
• Love 
• Fire 
• Blood 
• Violence 
• Sunset 
• Sex 
• Aggression 
• Power 
• Creativity 
• Courage 


• Nature 
• Water 
• Trees 
• Mountains 
• Meadows 
• Security 
• Balance 
• Healthy 
• Wealth 
• Generally positive but 


may have negative 
connotations (green 


• Heavenly 
• Religious 
• Spacious 
• Water 
• Sky 
• Rationality 
• Loyalty 
• Peace 
• Success 
• Caution 
• Patience 
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• Danger 
• Warning 
 
 


with envy)  
 
LIGHTING: eerie; 
chemical; artificial and 
unhealthy. 


 
LIGHTING: gloomy; 
electric and cold if there 
is no warm light to 
counteract it. 


 


Violet/purple Yellow Orange White 


• Royalty 
• Magical 
• Exotic 
• Sensitive 
• Sophisticated 
• Idealistic 
• Cultured 
 
 
 
LIGHTING: can 
enhance shadows 
and have a 
pleasing affect. 


• Sunny 
• Happy 
• Summer 
• Intellect 
• Wisdom 
• Timidity 
• Cowardice 
• Hunger 
 
LIGHTING: 
associated 
with mid-day 
and interior 
settings. 


• Social 
• Fun 
• Cheerful 
• Urban 
• Outgoing 
• Safety 
• Highly 


visible 
 
LIGHTING: 
associated with 
evenings and 
interior 
settings. 


• Pure 
• Virginal 
• Innocent 
• Classical 
• Youthful 
• Sterile 
• Emotionless 
 
 
LIGHTING: 
associated with 
high afternoon 
and daylight 
interiors. 


 


Brown Pink Black Grey 


• Earthy 
• Duty 
• Responsibility 
• Poverty/lower 


class 
• Past (old) 
 
 
 


• Feminine 
• Silly 
• Delicate 
• Floral 
• Healthy 
• Wealthy 
• Vain 
• Indulgent 
 


• Formal 
• Elegant 
• Sleek 
• Evil 
• Empty 
• Mysterious 
• Anxious 
• Fearful 
 
 
LIGHTING: 
associated with 
night; death and 
inevitability 
 


• Oppression 
• Isolation 
• Institutional 
• Sad 
• Cold 
• Heartless 
 
 


Table. 3.1. The emotional effects of colour according to Calahan (1996:31-
32). 
 


3.3.7 Exposure 


The exposure of film is used in the photographic industry and 


involves the speed of the camera’s shutter, which allows a 


certain amount of light onto the film (Birn, 2000:149). This 
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controls the brightness and contrast of the photograph, while 


also influencing grain and focus. In 3D, the exposure needs to be 


simulated in order to achieve the best results. This can easily be 


understood and corrected through the use of histograms, which 


are common in image-processing software. The histogram is a 


computer-generated chart showing how frequently a tone 


appears in an image. It will help the lighting designer to identify 


and correct things like over- and under-exposure, banding, low 


and high contrasts and clipping (Birn, 2000:150).  


 


Depending on the goals of the designer, the histogram needs to 


represent an accurately exposed image. Whether the designer is 


depicting a high contrast or mid-tone scene, the histogram needs 


to represent these tones properly, without banding or clipping. 


The creative project will make use of this method of evaluating 


tones and discuss the results according to Birn’s discussions in 


Digital Lighting and Rendering (2000:149-169). 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


 
Fig 3.8. Examples of histograms in Photoshop showing 
(top) a high contrast image and (below) a mid-tone range 
image. Sourced as part of the research for the Creative 
Project by B. Marshall, 2009. 
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3.4 Composition  


The concept of composition is something that is not directly 


related to lighting but needs to be addressed if dynamic 


visualisations are to be achieved. Composition is the study of 


how things are placed in the camera’s perspective for the 


audience’s view. It was established earlier that the primary 


objective of lighting is to direct the viewer’s eye to the central 


subject in the picture plane. This can be very important in 


mediums like cinematography where there is a single object to 


which the viewer needs to pay attention in order to understand 


the meaning of the work or follow the narrative. In architectural 


renderings, however, the artist is attempting to convey 1) space; 


2) functionality; and 3) mood, and these are achieved by 


displaying a combination of items and using this space, 


functionality and mood to relate them to one another. The aim 


here is not to direct the viewer’s eye to a specific object, but 


rather to the scene as a whole, therefore we can say that the 


purpose of the lighting in a visualisation is to create mood and 


make the scene look more realistic.  


 


This concept is supported, and can be enhanced, by the choice of 


camera angle, what objects feature in the space the designer 


chooses to display, and how the designer choose to crop the 


scene. These three concepts are directly related to composition 


and affect how the designer uses the visual principles of design 


to create an effective image. 


 


When lighting designers choose where to place their lights, their 


choice can change the focal point of the image, even if they are 


preparing a realistic scene which is devoid of narrative. Lighting 
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can enhance a well-composed image, or even elevate a 


visualisation with poor compositional choices. The principles of 


design which relate to composition are the tools the lighting 


designer uses to accentuate certain features and downplay 


others (Calahan 1996:13). The interplay of design principles and 


their relationship to lighting are major contributors to the style 


and mood of the scene and cannot be discarded when creating 


visualisations. My creative project will work with these principles 


to enhance the look and mood for the visualisation, and they will 


form the basis for the various lighting designs.  


 


3.5 Materials, textures & rendering  


In a discussion about lighting, the concept of surface textures, 


materials and rendering cannot be ignored. The process of 


texturing the scene, through texture mapping, will determine 


how each object will respond to light. The process of texture 


mapping supports realism and variation in a scene, thereby 


adding to the credibility of the image as a whole. Rendering 


involves concepts such as global illumination and raytracing 


which lend a more photorealistic look to the scene. The following 


discussion looks at these aspects of CG and their importance in 


creating photorealistic, well-lit scenes. 


 


3.5.1 Materials 


Whether or not it has been texture mapped, a material in CG will 


determine how a surface will look when rendered. The type of 


material is defined by various mathematical algorithms to 


determine its properties of specularity - which helps define 


shininess, glossiness or highlighting (Park, 2004:76). They all 


have common attributes of colour, ambient and diffuse that are 


adjustable by the user. Most 3D software programmes keep the 
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standard materials which adhere to the qualities described in 


Table 3.2 below.  


 


Material 
name 


Properties Examples of 
surfaces 


Example 


Lambert • Dull or matt finish 
• No specular 


properties 


Wood 
Skin 
 


 
Phong • Resembles plastic 


 
Plastic 


 
Blinn • Metallic surfaces Glass  


Metals 
Polished 
surfaces 


 
Anisotropic • Possibility of 


controlling 
directional 
highlights 


Micro-faceted 
surfaces: 
Brushed metal 
Stainless steel 


 
Constant • Flat 


• Contains no depth 
and highlights (not 
affected by light 
and shadows) 


TV screens 
Backdrops 
(views) 
 


 
Table. 3.2. Materials available in 3D software programmes showing 
properties and examples. 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Fig. 3.9 Questions that need to be addressed when choosing a material 


according to Summers (2004:84). 


• What colour is the material? Is it one colour, a pattern, or an image? 
• Is the material completely opaque, or does it have some transparency? If 


it has transparency, what is its nature? Is it like a glass sheet or a glass 
bottle? How does it refract light? 


• Does the material emit any light at all? 
• Is the material glossy (shiny), matt (dull), or something in between? 
• Is the material new and clean or old and scratched? 
• Does the material reflect its environment? If so, how reflective is it? Like 


a mirror, or like a piece of aluminium? 
• Is it bumpy? How bumpy, and how close will we be to the object? 
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3.5.2 Textures and texture mapping 


Texture mapping is a process that allows the 3D artist to add 


visual detail to a surface that goes beyond the level of modelled 


geometry (Birn, 2000:204). The types of mapping include - but 


are not limited to - colour, specular, transparency, normal and 


bump mapping. The 2D texture maps are most often created in 


an image processing programme such as Photoshop, then 


projected onto a 3D model after UV mapping1 has been 


completed. This process allows the 3D artist to use real-life 


textures to enhance photorealism in a scene. Although realistic 


textures can be applied to an object, the materials still need to 


be defined in order to characterise the ways in which that object 


will reflect light.   


 


Texture mapping is a very time-consuming process and, if not 


completed correctly, it can result in the scene having an 


unrealistic appearance. It is not considered good computer 


graphics (Birn, 2000:6) when CG techniques call attention to 


themselves: when 3D artists have control over their techniques, 


the viewer will only notice the innovative visual style. However, 


poor texturing results in a poorly rendered image, which would 


be very visible in the final product. Badly laid UVs will 


immediately draw the viewer’s attention to the CG medium, and 


attempts to achieve photorealism will fail.  


 


 


 
                                                 
1 UV mapping – The process of laying out the UV’s of a 3D model according to 
the UV coordinates of a surface. A process done in order for 2D textures to be 
applied to that model. 
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3.5.3 Rendering 


Rendering is the process of creating images (either still or 


moving) from a 3D model, using the information defined by the 


3D artist. This information includes geometry, viewpoint, 


textures, materials, lighting and animation. Understanding a 


renderer2 and the potential of that software will help create high 


quality, photorealistic renderings. There are various options the 


render manager will offer the 3D artist, depending on the time 


available and the expertise and style that the artist is attempting 


to achieve. The following section is a brief look at the attributes 


of rendering that affect photorealistic elements and lighting.   


 


3.5.3.1 Raytracing and Final Gather 


This is an optional part of the rendering process that 


simulates the natural reflection, refraction and shadowing of 


light by 3D surfaces (Birn, 2000:233). Raytracing involves 


tracing the path of light through pixels in an image plane, 


sampling one point from any objects that it intersects. 


MentalRay rendering software offers Final Gather, a similar 


process involving colour bleed that radiates from one object 


to strike another, much like the way light bounces while 


absorbing colour in the real world (Papamanos). Both 


techniques are capable of producing a very high degree of 


photorealism. However, because of their demands on time 


and hardware, they are best suited to images that can be 


rendered slowly ahead of time, such as still images, and are 


poorly suited to real-time applications or long-length 


animations.  


 


                                                 
2 Software used to create a rendering. E.g. MentalRay; VRay: etc. 
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3.5.3.2 Global Illumination 


Global illumination is illumination that takes into account 


light transmitted from other objects (indirect illumination). It 


creates more photorealistic lighting in a 3D environment 


but, like raytracing, comes at a high computational cost. It 


is a setting that is switched on and adjusted in the rendering 


process but, like raytracing and final gather, it is best suited 


to still images. It provides optimum results for photorealism 


and should not be discarded for interior visualisations that 


are attempting to convey mood. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


3.5.4 Compositing 


Compositing is considered the art of combining multiple images 


into a unified final scene (Birn, 2000:254). Although it forms part 


of the post-production process, and no changes could be made 


to the physical lights, models or composition of a scene, 


compositing is important for altering colours, brightness and 


contrasts of an image, as well as elements such as hue and 


saturation. Contemporary 3D software is also capable of 


rendering various passes or layers that can add further 


photorealistic qualities, such as depth and occlusion. The ability 


to render in layers (for example: shadow, highlight and reflection 


Fig. 3.10 Scene showing global illumination switched on (left) with the default 
settings (right) settings refined to suite scene. 
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passes) allows 3D artists to increase their creative control over 


the final look of the visualisation. It also helps lower the re-


render times if items need to be altered, by allowing the 3D 


artist to render the specific passes which cannot be altered in the 


compositing software itself.  


 


The layer that is of particular significance in this research report 


is the lighting pass. In this process, the lights in a scene can be 


separated from the beauty pass and rendered separately as 


multiple light passes. This can help alter the influence or colour 


of a single light source, which may be beneficial for the final 


visualisation. However, this may not always be possible, 


depending on the lighting set-ups, and only needs to be 


completed if the artist requires more creative control. Another 


important pass is the occlusion, which provides darkened areas 


to the image making it look more realistic. The direction, size 


and samples of occlusion shaders can also be altered, giving the 


CG artist more control over the work.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Fig. 3.11 Images displaying various passes that can influence photorealism 
and lighting (left) colour pass (middle) occlusion pass and (right) shadow 
pass.  
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The following can be said about the techniques and principles of 


light to create mood in a visualisation: 


• Light can be used as a communicative device, and its 


objectives, style and motivation should be established before 


embarking on the final lighting setup. It is an informed 


process that should not serve merely as illumination of 


objects in a scene (i.e. to make them visible).  


• CG lighting can be very different from real-world lighting. It 


has various qualities, such as softness, intensity, colour and 


throw that must be carefully considered when placing a light 


in a scene. 


• The number of lights in a CG environment is irrelevant but the 


logical light sources need to be established and kept to a 


minimum in order to avoid visual confusion.  


• There are various types of lights available to the CG artist, 


such as point, spot, directional and area lights; all of them 


have different attributes and applications. Each light should 


serve a specific function in a scene, and should not be placed 


just for the sake of having illumination present.  


• Shadows play an important role in determining the realism 


and believability of a scene and should contain real-world 


properties such as colour and ambience. 


• Colours have inherent emotional qualities that cannot be 


ignored when lighting a CG scene and can be a significant 


contributor to mood.  


• Making use of histograms to determine exposure can be a 


useful tool to assist lighting designers in achieving their 


lighting goals. 


• Composition and making use of the principles of design can 


enhance the final visual outcome of the work and help direct 


the viewer’s attention to important features in the design.  
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• Materials and textures are imperative in achieving 


photorealism and they work together with lighting to achieve 


this. Other rendering techniques, like raytracing, final gather 


and global illumination, will add to the realism by mimicking 


real-world reflective, refractive and shadowing effects of 


objects and lights. 


• Compositing and rendering various passes and layers offer 


the 3D artist a great deal more creative control over the final 


look and feel of the visualisation.  


• Visual editing can alter colours, tones and lighting influences 


in the scene to help the 3D artist to achieve further 


photorealism, even after the modelling, texturing, lighting and 


rendering processes have been completed. 
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Chapter 4  


Case studies.  


 


 


This chapter focuses on the work of artist, James Turrell and 3D 


artist Jose Pedro Costa.  


 


James Turrell is an artist whose work is primarily concerned with 


light and space. His sophisticated studies of perception and 


experience are applicable to the research investigation in relation 


to the evocation of mood with light. The bulk of the chapter is 


dedicated to a discussion of the work of Jose Pedro Costa and his 


lighting studies on mymentalray.com1. The study looks at how 


Costa has successfully implemented the principles of lighting and 


various other techniques, which are discussed in Chapter 3, to 


capture mood with light.  


 


4.1 James Turrell: Light and space personified  


James Turrell’s work is most significantly concerned with the 


essence of light and his desire to make visual perception a tactile 


experience. Although light is something that is in itself 


intangible, Turrell believes it can be physically felt (Adcock, 


1990:2). His artworks manifest the physical presence of light 


and heighten our visual perception. Informed by his studies in 


perceptual psychology and optical illusions, his work allows us to 


see ourselves “seeing”, thus placing the viewer in the realm of 


pure experience (Art21), 
                                                 
1 Available at: 
http://www.mymentalray.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&
id=106:-rendering-interior-lighting-learning-
process&catid=45:lighting&Itemid=55 Last accessed: 03 December 2008. 
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Turrell’s career began in the early 1960s and his work is often 


referred to as minimalist in its approach. Although he affirms 


that, like the minimalists, his work is non-romantic and 


straightforward, Turrell claims he was never directly influenced 


by minimalism (Adcock, 1990:36). His works include many 


studies in natural and architectural spaces, exploring both 


artificial and natural light sources. He has used projected light to 


create perceptions of solid forms and employed artificial light to 


create various perceptions of light’s presence. 


Turrell’s work reveals an intense study of, 


and appreciation for, varying light sources 


and installation works such as Skyspace, 


Light Reign (2003), which is a permanent 


installation at the Henry Art Gallery in 


Washington. The Skyspace experience 


varies according to the time of the day 


and year, and these effects are therefore 


meant to be absorbed over the course of 


the seasons. For this reason, Skyspace 


should be experienced slowly and quietly, 


over time.   


 


 


Adcock describes how Turrell’s work is not centred on objects, 


but on experience (1990:XX). He goes on to say that 


“…In all of his works, Turrell fashions ethereal visual spaces 


using pure light. From the beginning of his career to the 


present, he has endeavoured to isolate light, to detach it from 


the general ambient array, so that the basic characteristics of 


 
Fig 4.1 Skyspace, Light Reign 
(2003). Henry Art Gallery, 
Washington. 
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sheer electromagnetic flux can be seen directly, unsullied by the 


presence of anything else…” (1990:1). 


 


In relation to this paper, Turrell’s work can be linked to setting 


mood within a scene or space. He creates spaces which can be 


‘felt’, and he does so by exploring varying light sources, 


intensities and colours – all of which are important properties of 


light, as discussed in Chapter 3 - for setting the mood of an 


environment. An important factor in Turrell’s work is that it 


usually takes place inside of a space, whether that space is 


architectural or natural. His interest is in delving into and 


exploring the architecture of space created by light (King, 2002). 


Turrell’s use of hue and colour comes from an informed 


knowledge about the colour spectrum: his understanding of light 


was inspired by studying art history as a history of looking at 


light (Turrell, cited in King, 2002). With this in mind, it is 


important to explore and briefly analyse a selected few of 


Turrell’s works in order to understand his usage and 


implementation of light to create that ‘feeling’ he wants his 


audience to experience through his work.  


 


 


4.1.1 Visual illusions inspired by light and colour. 


Turrell’s work demonstrates the artist’s fascination with creating 


illusions using a combination of light, space and colour. In the 


example shown in Fig 4.2, we see an empty architectural space 


lit with four softened spotlights that are used to define the 


borders of the space and create an ambient light that is relaxing 


and inviting. The viewer is presented with a seemingly solid, blue 


rectangle in the centre back wall of the room. But when the 


viewer’s eyes begin to adjust to the scene of the darkened room, 
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the rectangle seems to swell in colour (Art21). The viewer’s eyes 


are then drawn to inspect the rectangle, only to find it is actually 


a window that opens onto an empty, light-filled room. The 


volume and dimensions of the blue room are both difficult to 


determine and somewhat disorientating for the viewer. The 


work's infinite view is ultimately the product of the viewer's own 


sense perceptions, and makes the viewer aware of his or her 


own beliefs and viewing habits (Art21).  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


In order to gain an understanding of this work, it is important to 


know how Turrell has used light and colour to enhance the 


experience. The warm spotlights provide a calming effect which 


is important because, when the viewer becomes disorientated, it 


helps them relax so that they can re-assess the situation. It also 


provides the hue necessary to experience the illusion of the blue 


rectangle as well as providing the ambient lighting for the room. 


The use of blue is both functional, in that it creates spaciousness, 


Fig 4.2 ‘Atlan’ by James Turrel, 1995 (space division construction, Danae 
series) Ultraviolet light and tungsten light; installed at Art Tower Mito, 
Ibaraki, Japan. 
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and emotional, in that it evokes feelings of peace, spirituality, 


nature and patience. The room is devoid of any other physical 


contents and viewers are therefore forced to deal with the 


emotions that are evoked, and to become aware of their 


perception which is mystified by the illusion of space that the 


artist has created.  


 


Turrell uses the qualities of light to his advantage. He plays with 


the intensity, softness and colour to create the perfect ambience 


for the work. The room contains slight shadows in the corners 


that define the room’s space but Turrell ensures that the ‘portal’ 


and the adjacent room do not cast any shadows, thereby adding 


to the illusion and perceptual experience of the viewer. The use 


of colour and light is essential for experiencing the work and is 


used by Turrell in a knowledgeable and intentional manner.   


 


4.1.2 Using nature to enhance experience. 


A similar concept was also the basis for Turrell’s other Skyspace 


projects. These include many works over decades of his career 


where he explored the use of these ‘portals’ or windows in 


combination with light and colour but extended the concept to 


include natural space and phenomena. These portals form part of 


the roof of a building which allows a portion of the sky to be 


viewed and experienced. The works are ever-changing and 


impacted by the effects of the time of day, which Turrell has 


emphasized through interior coloured lighting.    


 


Image 4.3 ‘Dividing the light’ is an outstanding example of how 


colour can be used to enhance a space. In this work Turrell uses 


the changing sky as a pallet for creating his coloured lighting to 


evoke mood. The work heightens viewers’ awareness of light, 
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sky and their process of perception and ‘seeing’.  The work 


comprises an open, transparent architectural courtyard space in 


which a floating metal canopy shades the seating area and 


provides a frame for the sky. During the transition from twilight 


to full night, lighting elements, which are programmed to change 


in intensity and hue, create the changing perception of sky as 


space, form, object, and void. A shallow pool centred beneath 


the ‘portal’ mirrors the daytime sky and reflects a dark 


resonance of the night sky. The lighting programmes are keyed 


to sunset and sunrise and present 24-hour viewing, offering the 


viewer a variety of experiences and emotions.  
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


   
 


           
Fig 4.3 ‘Dividing the light’, by James Turrell, 2007. Pomona College Museum of 
Art, Montgomery Art Centre, Claremont. Images taken at varying times of day 
showing Turrell’s use of colour to enhance experience. 
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Turrell has made cautious decisions in terms of lighting the space 


and studying the effect that natural light will have on the interior 


environment. He has used light and indirect illumination for the 


frames of the windows and the portal in order to avoid casting 


any shadows in the space. The effect of this is very unnatural, 


which adds to the heavenly or celestial mood in the room itself. 


Shadows can be visual cues to the time of day, indicated by their 


intensity, length, throw and the colours reflected in them. The 


reflectivity of the water creates an additional portal by reflecting 


both the environment and its effects. The intensities of the light 


decided on by Turrell are supported by the natural environment, 


thus creating a sophisticated colour palette.  


 


The works of Turrell are known globally for their emotional and 


calming effects and are visited continuously for the spiritual 


experience they provide. Turrell’s career as an artist has seen 


many examples of intense lighting studies that create 


experiences beyond one’s imagination. It would take a research 


report exclusively dedicated to his work to even begin to 


understand the depths and extent of his use of light. The 


purpose of this brief study of Turrell’s use of light, space and 


colour is to understand the possibilities of varying lighting 


techniques which can assist the CG artist in evoking mood within 


a scene. This knowledge, together with an understanding of the 


properties of light, will now be used as a basis for looking at the 


visualisations of CG artist, Jose Pedro Costa. 
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4.2 Jose Pedro Costa: Lighting studies to evoke mood and 


set ambience in an interior visualisation.  


 


As discussed on page 11 of Chapter 2, interior visualisations can 


either be non-photorealistic (NPR’s), representing traditional 


architectural illustrations, or they may be photo-real renderings 


that are developed to the correct scale and proportions using 


high quality lighting and textures. Both of these visualisations 


are undertaken for the purpose of presentation, marketing and 


design analysis. The idea behind a photorealistic visualisation is 


to look as closely as possible to the proposed design. It has been 


established earlier in this report that creating mood in a 


visualisation through accurate lighting and the use of aesthetics 


and design principles creates visual appeal which leads to a more 


successful, photorealistic rendering.  


 


The lighting study by 3D artist Jose Pedro Costa, which is 


available on mymentalray.com, provides a solid platform for the 


discussion of those concepts of lighting and photorealism that 


create a mood-conveying visualisation. Costa states in this study 


that his objective with regard to a scene is to explore various 


conditions of lighting that result from natural influences, such as 


daylight, night light and sunset. The result of his study is visually 


successful in that he has managed to convey mood and set the 


tone for each rendering. The discussions that follow will justify 


this statement and address how Costa has used all the concepts 


discussed till this point that assist the 3D artist in conveying 


mood and achieving photorealism in a rendering. Refer to the 


colour palettes found on pages ___ to ___ for high quality 


visuals of Costa’s studies. 
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4.2.1 Lighting 


4.2.1.1 Style and motivation [objectives] 


It has been established that 


Costa’s main objective in his 


study was to communicate time 


of day in a photorealistic 


manner. In order to convey this 


idea, he designed three different 


lighting setups. One can see 


from the success of the 


renderings that the result 


showed intuitive planning on his 


part. It is evident from the 


realism and believability of the 


scene that Costa studied the 


effects of lighting at various 


times of the day. In Fig 4.5 we 


see images showing the effects 


of natural light in two interior 


environments in the midday 


sun. The properties these 


images have in common, and 


which make them indicative of 


midday shots, are the 


whiteness, brightness and 


position of the light source, the  


insipid colours of the items in the room and the softness of 


the shadows cast from objects. Costa has managed to 


identify and capture these properties of daylight in interior 


visualisations, making the scenes more realistic and true to 


real midday lighting.  


 


 


Fig 4.4. Final renderings: Night (top); 
Day (middle) and Afternoon (bottom) 
lighting. Rendering: Interior Lighting 
learning process. Jose Pedro Costa. 
Mymentalray.com. 
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If we look at the photographs in Fig 4.6, they depict interior 


scenes in the afternoon. The properties which indicate the 


time of day in these images are evident in the muted light 


source with its position lower and further away, the rich 


warm colours of the items in the room and, most 


importantly, the throw of the light that is shown by the 


throw pattern of the angular shadows. Costa has used these 


properties in his afternoon scenes to successfully indicate 


the time of day. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


In Fig 4.7 we see the warm properties that an interior, 


artificial light source has in a room in the night time. The 


 
Fig 4.5 Photographs showing the effects of natural daylight in interior scenes, 
sourced from the internet. 


  
Fig 4.6 Photographs showing the effects of natural afternoon light in interior 
scenes, sourced from the internet. 
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night sky usually emits a blue, cold quality of light that 


indicates the absence of sunlight. Costa has chosen to use 


no artificial light source in the room, but rather to emit light 


from the television screen which still has the warm 


properties of an artificial light source. His use of blue light 


from outside the window represents the sky at night.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


The images discussed here show that Costa studied real 


lighting and its qualities before embarking on lighting his 


scene. He has carefully placed the lights according to the 


position of their source and given them the qualities 


required to make them true to real lighting at certain times 


of the day. His objectives were clear at the outset of each 


of his projects and these added to the success of his 


visualisations. 


 


4.2.1.2 Qualities of light  


When looking specifically at the qualities of light that Costa 


has used in his visualisations, one can see the informed 


decisions he has made in order to reach his objectives. In 


the scene in Fig 4.8, it is evident from the quality of 


softness that he has used on the shadows, that he has 


effectively used the quality of light from various times of 


 
Fig 4.7 Photographs showing the effects of interior night lighting and natural moonlight 
in interior scenes. 
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the day. The most distinct shadows are found in the 


afternoon scene where he has used a very hard light that 


is sharply focused. According to Birn (2000:90), this type 


of light originates from a very small or distant source and 


casts very crisp shadows and small, tight highlights. Costa 


has used this quality to represent the sun setting on the 


horizon in the far distance. It creates a very hard contrast 


in the scene with a dramatic quality.  


 


In both the midday and night scenes he uses a soft light 


which he has achieved through the use of area lights and 


global illumination in the visualisation. The results are very 


soft, diffused shadows which illuminate surfaces with 


broader, less focused highlights, thus creating a yielding 


and more relaxing environment. The soft light in the 


midday scene is used to represent the natural, diffused 


and reflected light coming in from the windows; however, 


the light does not directly hit the items in the room 


because, at this time of day, the sun should be at its 


highest point above the roof of the house. The soft light in 


the night scene represents the indirect light that is being 


reflected off the walls and ceilings from the television set. 


Both create a very realistic feel to the scene and generate 


a sense of comfort in the visualisation. 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Fig 4.8 Quality of shadows in the three studies by Costa. 
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The intensity of the light sources in Costa’s visualisations is 


suggestive of the time of day. He does not provide the 


values of the intensity settings of the light source for each 


rendering, but their effects are evident. The intensity of the 


light sources in each scene sets the overall tone and 


brightness for each environment. It helps to set the mood of 


the visualisation and gives the viewer a strong sense of 


time. As seen in Fig 4.9, the light from behind the window in 


the midday scene clearly has the highest intensity settings 


out of all the visualisations. The intensity of this light source 


gives a strong sense that it is a bright, sunny day and offers 


an uplifting mood. It makes the viewer feel energetic and 


busy. The afternoon scene has a less intense setting, 


perhaps as a result of the distance of the light source, and, 


in conjunction with its colour, provides a more relaxing 


environment. Because there is a strong sense of time in this 


visualisation, one relates sunset to returning home from 


work and becoming relaxed in one’s surroundings. The night 


scene makes use of ambient lights and global illumination 


and therefore has a very low intensity. This provides a very 


peaceful atmosphere and evokes feelings of restfulness. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
Fig 4.9 Intensity evident in the three studies by Costa. 
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The light’s colour properties in these 


studies are very important and will be 


addressed in 4.2.1.5 below.  


 


The throw pattern of a light is an 


important feature in determining the 


position of the light source and creating a 


photorealistic scene. Costa has 


approached this property of light using 


different methods in each render. In the 


midday scene (left) the throw of the light 


is evident in the shadow of the cactus on 


the wall behind it. From the shape  


and angle of the shadow, we can assume that the light 


source is quite high in the sky. The softness of this shadow 


also indicates that the cactus is not in direct sunlight and the 


sun is therefore being shaded by a thin cloud or hazy 


atmosphere, or it is being reflected off other objects in the 


surrounding area, like buildings.   


 


In the midday scene, the throw pattern is very strong and 


prominent. The throw of the shadows created by the 


afternoon sun are well-defined with a high contrast in 


umbra. The directions of the lines indicate the position of the 


sun on the horizon and their sharpness tells the viewer that 


certain objects in the room are in direct sunlight. As seen in 


the photographs in Fig 4.6 this is an important feature of the 


light from a sunset on the horizon which Costa has used 


very successfully in the throw patterns in this scene.  


 


 


 
Fig 4.10 Throw of the light 
evident in the shadow in 
the midday study by Costa. 
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The throw of the light is used quite differently in the night 


study by Costa. Firstly, the quality and shape of the cactus 


shadow, which is indicated by the red oval in Fig 4.12, 


indicate a soft ambient light permeating from outside of the 


window, probably by some kind of street light or moonlight. 


Judging by the sea view from the window in the afternoon 


scene, we can assume that this effect in the night scene is 


moonlight, which has a diffused quality because of the 


moon’s distance to the earth. The other dominant visible 


throw pattern in this scene is evident on the wall behind the 


couch and is made up of varying shapes and colours. This is 


a reflective throw which can be achieved in various ways. 


Firstly it can be achieved by using gobos or cookies which 


make use of the projector effect to impart the television’s 


rays onto the wall. It can also be achieved by means of 


raytraced shadows with global illumination settings switched 


on. Costa does not disclose how he achieved these results 


but careful analysis of these reflections and throw patterns 


Fig 4.11 Throw of the light evident in the shadow in the afternoon study 
by Costa. 
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confirm that they add to the photorealistic quality and 


enhance the mood of the scene. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


4.2.1.3 Light types, quantities & functions 


Costa uses a very simple lighting set up to achieve the 


results in the study. From the screenshot provided in Fig 


4.13, we can see that he uses two different types of light to 


complete the midday scene: a singular spot area light and 


two point lights. The quantities of the lights have been 


chosen according to their logical source. The spot area light 


mimics the position and affect of the sun in relation to the 


room. The two point lights provide the ambient light and 


illuminate the entire room to imitate the bounce light that 


the sun’s rays would naturally have in this space. He doesn’t 


provide the exact lighting setups for the other scenes, but 


indicates that the scenes contain the same types and 


quantities of light.  


 
Fig 4.12 Throw of the light evident in the shadows and reflections 
in the night study by Costa. 
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When looking at the settings Costa 


provides in Fig 4.14, it can be seen 


that the spot area light is set to a 


very high intensity with light 


attenuation switched on. This will 


give a good representation of how 


real light would react in a room of 


this nature. The shadow option on 


this light is also active, using 


raytraced attributes to define the 


qualities of the shadows. This light 


source can possibly be described as 


the key light because, although it is 


not situated in the conventional 


position of a key light, it does 


provide the primary lighting for the 


room. In addition, it defines the 


dominant angle for the light source     Fig 4.14 Screenshot showing 
settings for the spot area light in 
the midday lighting study by 
Costa. 


 


Fig 4.13 Screenshot showing types of lights, their quantities and positions in 
the lighting study by Costa. 
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and casts the most visible shadows. It also functions as the 


largest contributor in setting the mood for the scene.  


 


The point light settings seen in Fig 


4.15 are relatively straightforward. 


The point light, like the area light, 


is white in colour with intensity and 


shadows switched off. Instead, 


Costa makes use of global 


illumination settings, allowing the 


light to emit realistic photons with 


an exponent of 2. In order to more 


closely represent a real lighting 


situation, the point light need only 


provide the ambient light in the 


space to help lighten the shadows 


and darker areas of the room. It 


can be seen to function as a fill 


light, which softens and extends 


the key light’s illumination, and  


provides the visualisation with more visibility.  


 


The shadows in the visualisations have been thoroughly 


analyzed as part of 4.2.1.2 above and therefore will not be 


addressed separately as they were in Chapter 3.  


 


4.2.1.4 Colour  


Costa’s use of colour in the visualisations is very important 


for creating the varying moods and atmosphere for each 


scene. If the daylight scene contains the most (non-


coloured) lighting, then it can be said to be the closest in 


   Fig 4.15 Screenshot showing 
settings for the point light in the 
midday lighting study by Costa. 
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colour to the actual, textured objects. This, therefore, 


becomes our model by which to judge Costa’s use of colour 


to evoke mood.  


 


It is evident in the midday scene that the walls of the room 


are white in colour, with the furniture and other accessories 


being a light beige. If we give the three images depicted in 


Fig 4.4 an artistic watercolour filter, as in Fig 4.16, it is 


possible to abandon meaning by making the image 


unrecognizable. We can then analyse the colour palette in 


isolation and, in doing so, we can see how Costa has 


selected his various hues, tones and even saturations (Fig 


4.17) to convey the various times of day and set the mood 


in each scene.  


 


The colour palette for the 


midday visualisation extends 


from bright whites to medium 


greys with very little pure 


black except in small crevices. 


This can be described as a 


neutral colour palette which 


gives a pure, classical feel to 


the scene and evokes an 


uplifting mood. The sunset 


scene uses a warm colour 


palette ranging from yellows 


and beiges to dark browns and 


blacks. The image seems to 


advance in the picture plane 


and stimulates the nervous  


Fig 4.16 Costa’s renders with an artistic 
watercolour filter in Photoshop to analyse 
the colour palette used by the 3D artist. 
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system. This palette has a positive, cheerful feeling  


to it, with an earthy natural undertone. The night scene 


makes use of a cool colour palette ranging from grey-greens 


to various shades from blue to black. Cool palettes tend to 


recede in the picture plane and induce calm. The blues are 


very relaxing and peaceful which adds to the mood being set 


by the artist.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


An important feature of colour in these visualisations is 


how the colours of the objects change depending on the 


lighting in the scene. This is a realistic occurrence and adds 


 
Fig 4.18 Tonal ranges in the Costa’s lighting study. 


 
Fig 4.17 Colour palette sampled from Fig 4.16. 
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to the photorealism in the scene. If we look at the 


intensities and saturation of the objects in both Costa’s 


scene and the Zray2 visualisation in Fig 4.19, we can see 


how the colours change between different lighting setups 


and how this, in turn, changes the mood and feel of the 


visualisation. In both cases, the colour in the midday 


scenes is less intense, whereas the afternoon and night 


scenes at the bottom are warmer and richer in colour. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


4.2.1.5 Exposure (Histogram analysis) 


A brief analysis on the light’s intensities was discussed in 


4.2.1.2 above. However, it would be useful to undertake a 


short examination of the different histograms for each 


visualisation in order to get a better understanding of the 


                                                 
2 Zray - Living Room-Day and Night. Available at: 
http://www.vismasters.com/gallery.cfm?startit=97&endit=112 Accessed: 10 
December 2008. 


   
Fig 4.19 Costa’s midday and afternoon renderings (left) and a visualisation by Zray 
(right) from Vismasters.com showing varying colour intensities and saturation as a 
result of different lighting setups.  
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tonal ranges used by Costa. In Fig 4.20 below, we can see 


the varying tones used for each visualisation. In the midday 


scene (left) it is evident that Costa has made use of many 


mid-tones (greys) and several bright tones (whites), but no 


dark tones (blacks). The image is well-contrasted and 


brightly lit with no evident exposure problems. The sunset 


scene (middle) shows a very different tonal palette, using 


many darker tones and an even amount of lighter tones. The 


night scene (right) displays an overall darker tonal selection 


with few light tones evident. All three histograms display 


good use of varying tonal ranges with no exposure, banding 


or clipping problems. From this we can deduce that Costa’s 


visualisations have good tonal variation and that the lighting 


chosen for each scene represents that which best conveys 


mood.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


4.2.2 Materials, textures & rendering 


Although lighting is the most important contributor to conveying 


mood and achieving realism in a visualisation, careful attention 


to the models themselves is essential to create a credible 


environment. If we consider that Costa produces interior 


visualisations for the architectural industry on a regular basis, 


there is no doubt that his models conform to correct scaling and 


     
        Midday     Sunset          Night 
Fig 4.20 Histograms for each visualisation displaying the varying tonal ranges for each scene.  
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real-world dimensions. One can see from the visualisation that 


these are not a problem for Costa.  
 


His use of materials and textures is very subtle and gives the 


visualisation a clean, pristine look. There is a subtlety of bump3 


visible in the scene according to the distance of the objects to 


the camera. In Fig 4.21 we can see the bump visible on the 


couch closest to the camera, yet the couch on the far side of the 


room appears smooth in texture. This photorealistic feature in a 


visualisation helps the viewer understand depth. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


If we look at Fig 4.22, the image on the left also makes use of 


bump to describe the texture of the walls. It is not used 


varyingly enough to create the realism needed to make this 


image look photorealistic. Although the visualisation is well- 


produced, the viewer gets a sense that something is not right. 


However, in the example on the right, the 3D artist has gone to 


great lengths to represent very realistic textures according to the 


distance of the object to the camera. The fine texture of the 


leather chair would not be visible if the chair was any further 


                                                 
3 Bump – a technique for creating texture to counteract blurring. Bump map 
textures show miniature highlights and shadows, similar to shaded relief, 
wherever image contrast is great (www.shadedrelief.com/3D/buck.html) 


Fig 4.21 Close up of night 
shot showing the varying 
textures according to the 
distance of the objects to 


the camera. 
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from the camera. He has also made use of depth of field4 to 


achieve this realism in the visualisation.   


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


 


 


Costa’s rendering techniques 


display the lengths he has gone to, 


to achieve photorealism and get 


the best results. This includes 


making use of global illumination, 


caustics5 and final gather 


techniques. As seen in Fig 4.23, he 


has finetuned his settings and tried 


various tests. He has also made 


use of varying passes, such as the 


occlusion pass which helped refine 


the renderings and enhance their 


visual quality.   
                                                 
4 Depth of field - is the amount of distance between the nearest and farthest 
objects that appear in acceptably sharp focus in a photograph 
(www.mir.com.my/rb/photography/fototech/htmls/depth.html) 
5 Caustics – (or caustic shading) - A visual effect seen when light is reflected 
off a specular or reflective surface, or focused through a refractive surface, so 
that it indirectly illuminates other Surfaces with focused light patterns.  In 3D 
graphics, caustics are rendered as a type of global illumination, often using 
Photon Mapping or Bi-directional Raytracing techniques. 
(http://www.3drender.com/glossary/caustics.htm) 


 
Fig 4.23 Two different test renderings by 
Costa completed to assess the best 
rendering settings for the visualisation.  


   
Fig 4.22 Two visualisations showing (left) insufficient varying textures and 
(right) good use of textures and depth of field.  
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4.2.3 Composition and design aesthetics  


In each of his visualisations, Costa creates a well-balanced 


composition: the angle of each room makes views more 


dynamic, while choosing what to include in the picture planes 


helps make viewers feel as if they are in the actual rooms 


themselves. His decisions not to represent entire, virtual spaces 


from corner to corner help draw viewers into the picture planes 


and make them part of the visualisation.  


 


Costa’s visualisations contain the qualities of line, shape, texture 


and harmony required to make them visually intriguing. The 


heightened realism engages the viewer and encourages him or 


her to closely examine the work to find visual clues that the 


visualisation is computer-generated and not, in fact, a 


photograph. The varying moods that are set in the scenes 


generate an aesthetic occurrence and make the viewer want to 


experience the space.  


 


4.2.4 Photorealistic elements  


In Chapter 2 of this study it was established that, for an image 


to be considered photorealistic, it must conform to a set of 


principles laid out by Fleming (and modified by Brenton). Since 


this report is not primarily concerned with photorealism, but 


rather with lighting, I will not go into an in-depth discussion of 


Costa’s use of these principles. After a simple visual analysis 


there is no doubt that he has managed to achieve photorealism 


in his visualisation. However, the table below is an examination 


of these principles in Costa’s work which highlights the principles 


of photorealism and shows examples of how he has used them in 


his renderings.  
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Principle Costa’s 
Visualisations 


Example 


• Specularity YES 
 
Example: 
Specular visible 
on mirror frame. 


 
• Diffuse YES 


 
Example: Diffused 
shadows on wall. 


 
• Direct 


Illumination 
YES 


 
Example: Light 
visible on couch. 


 


1. Global 
Illumination 


• Indirect 
illumination 


YES 
 
Example: Indirect 
illumination visible 
on walls from tv. 


 
• Bevelled edges YES 


 
Example: Smooth 
edges on wall. 


 


2. Accurate 
Object 
Represen-
tation 


• Object material 
depth 


YES 
 
Example: Texture 
on couch near 
camera. 
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 • Surface texture YES 
 
Example: 
Reflectivity and 
smoothness of TV 
screen. 


 
• Clutter YES 


 
Example: Objects 
on wall cluttered, 
as if someone had 
just moved in. 


 
• Randomness YES 


 
Example: 
Shutters differ 
from scene to 
scene. 


 


3. Chaos 


• Non-uniformity YES 
 
Example: Blinds 
are opened 
differently. 


4. Imperfec-
tions 


• Dirt / Dist / Rust N/A for 
architectural 
visualisation 


 


 • Flaws / 
Scratches / 
Dings 


N/A for 
architectural 
visualisation 


 


Table. 4.1. An analysis of Costa’s use of the principles for achieving 
photorealism according to Brenton (2007). 
 


As part of my creative project, the information contained in this 


chapter has resulted in the creation of an architectural 


visualisation that analyses varying moods through different 
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lighting set ups. After careful analysis and discussion of the 


principles set out for achieving photorealism and lighting 


techniques to convey mood, the creative project has applied 


these concepts into a new, creative study. The outcomes of this 


will be discussed in the chapter that follows. 
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Chapter 5  


Conclusion.  
 


The aim of this creative project is to use the material on lighting 


theories which has emanated from discussions in previous 


chapters, and to apply this practically to an architectural 


visualisation by which the outcomes of the investigation can be 


measured. This chapter is a discussion of the findings of the 


creative project.  


 


In the previous chapters I discussed how lighting, in conjunction 


with design principles, can create a photorealistic scene within a 


CG environment. For a detailed description of the technical 


aspects and procedures undertaken, refer to the Synopsis in 


Appendix A of the report. Refer to the colour plates on pages 


91 to 93 for high quality colour visuals of the final renders, or 


the disc in Appendix B (back cover) for digital copies of the 


renders and scene files. 


 


Before embarking on the theory of lighting the scene in a 


realistic manner, I needed to accurately model, scale and texture 


the assets1 for the scene. Modelling was completed after 


consulting a great deal of resource material; this also inspired 


the aesthetic choices for the room. At this stage I needed to 


decide on the style of the room, so that the final product 


reflected an holistic design approach. Consideration of Brenton’s 


principles of photorealism were carefully adhered to when 


modelling the assets (see Table 5.1), to ensure that all the 


models contained bevelled edges and ‘flaws’ that made the room 


                                                 
1 Assets refer to the wire mesh models required for the room, e.g. couches, tables, plants, etc.  
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look like it had been lived in (i.e. couch cushions were not 


unspoiled, but rather look like they have been used). Many 


assets were created with the understanding that not all of them 


would be visible in the final render, as camera angle could only 


be decided at a later stage. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


The models were then scaled to the correct dimensions and 


placed in the room’s space in a logical manner as seen in Fig 5.2 


on the following page. The room then required a few more assets 


so that Brenton’s principle of ‘chaos’ could be achieved. These 


items were chosen and created to give the impression that 


someone had recently been occupying the living space.  


Fig. 5.1. Left: Reference material for the 
couch style. Right: The modelled couch 
showing used or ‘flawed’ cushions. Below 
left: Wall with render region showing the 
desired visual effect of bevelled edges.  
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Fig 5.2. Final modelled and scaled room, ready for texturing process.  


 


Keeping in mind the contribution the images would make to the 


sense of photorealism, I started the texturing process. UV maps 


were created with meticulous attention to detail and only high 


resolution images were used. Relevant shaders were designed 


and tested for each item to ensure that light reflected off them 


realistically and that their luminance properties were true to life.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Fig 5.3 Textured models showing their shaders’ light 
reflective properties. 
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As seen in Table 5.1, methodologies in achieving photorealism 


were followed in order to ensure the best results for the 


visualisation. This involved aspects of modelling, texturing, 


scaling, setting up the scene, and lighting. 


 


Principle Costa’s 
Visualisations 


Example 


• Specularity YES 
 
Example: Specular 
visible in glass. 


 
• Diffuse YES 


 
Example: Diffused 
shadows on wall. 


 
• Direct 


illumination 
YES 


 
Example: Light 
visible on couch. 


 


1. Global 
Illumination 


• Indirect 
illumination 


YES 
 
Example: Indirect 
illumination on 
walls, floor and 
roof. 
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• Bevelled 
edges 


YES 
 
Example: Smooth 
edges on wall, 
vase and glass 
table. 


 
• Object 


material 
depth 


YES 
 
Example: Texture 
on couch. 


 


2. Accurate 
Object 
Representati
on 


• Surface 
texture 


YES 
 
Example: 
Reflectivity and 
transparency on 
glass table, 
texture on suede 
pouffe and carpet. 


 
• Clutter YES 


 
Example: Objects, 
tables and pouffe 
moved as if 
someone had been 
sitting there. 


 
• Randomness YES 


 
Example: Couch 
cushions look used 
and are not perfect 
in shape. 


3. Chaos 


• Non-
uniformity 


YES 
 
Example: Blinds 
are opened 
differently. 
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4. Imperfections • Dirt / Dist / 
Rust 


N/A for architectural 
visualisation 


 


 • Flaws / 
Scratches / 
Dings 


N/A for architectural 
visualisation 


 


 
Table. 5.1. An analysis of the principles for achieving photorealism according 
to Brenton (2007) for use in the creative project study. 


 
The lighting processes needed to be approached in a very 


specific manner, in order to assess each light’s contribution and 


how global illumination and final gather would work together. I 


started the renderings with the midday scene, as this scene was 


to be the brightest and lightest in tonal quality and would set the 


foundation for the other studies,. As discussed in the Synopsis 


(Appendix A), two different approaches were taken in designing 


the lighting for the scene. The better result of the two was 


selected for the final rendering. 


 


The result of the midday study was successful in that I managed 


to communicate the goals of the project effectively. A final 


comparison with Costa’s daylight study (Fig 5.4), however, 


reveals how rigorous lighting can change, depending on the CG 


environment. Although the scenes employed similar lighting 


setups, the results vary significantly.  


 


Firstly, Costa chose to texture the assets in his room in a much 


lighter, purer manner. The intention for my study, on the other 


hand, was to take a more earthy approach to the design 


aesthetics in the room, which makes an instant, marked 


difference to the final look and feel of the visualisation. It should  


be noted that this difference is a design preference, and shows 


how creative choices affect the aesthetic qualities of a work. 


Costa may have chosen his creative direction to generate an 
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‘angelic’ feel to the visualisation, perhaps with the aim of selling 


the idea as a final product to the client. Whatever his reasoning, 


Costa’s aesthetic choices have resulted in a varying mood being 


established in each visualisation.  


 


This is not considered a failure of the study, however, but rather 


a valid result that is in keeping with the discussion on aesthetics 


in Chapter 2 of this report.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Using Birn’s guide to analysing histograms (2000:149-160) a 


comparison for the studies (Fig 5.5) shows that both images 


have made use of a similar tonal range. The concentration in 


both the histograms is in the mid to lighter tones, with Costa’s 


(on the left) slightly more concentrated in the mid-greys and my 


creative project has a more spread variation of tone. Neither of 


Fig 5.4. Comparison of final midday scene 
and Costa’s study. 
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the images show evidence of over- or under-exposure, banding 


or clipping.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


 


Using a visual analysis, it appears that Costa’s intensity setting 


on the main light source is very high, causing the white glow to 


penetrate from the window. He has, however, stated that he 


used post-production techniques to achieve this result. A similar 


technique was applied to the creative project using glow effects 


in Combustion and Photoshop. The results from render to post-


produced image are evident in Fig 5.6 below.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
Fig 5.5 Histogram analysis of (left) Costa’s study and (right) midday render from 
the creative project. 


Fig 5.6 Rendered final image of midday scene (left) and post-produced glow effect 
and brightness edits (right) 
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It was found that creating a test rendering pass (Fig 5.7), with 


all the items in the room textured with a plain white lambert 


shader gave a good reflection of how the lighting would look. In 


addition, it provided a basis for evaluating the light setup without 


worrying about the textures. Costa completed the same process 


(Fig 5.8) in order to assess his lighting, which yielded very good 


results. This process was then also used throughout the creative 


project in order to assess the lighting design before the final 


renderings were undertaken. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
Fig 5.7. Image rendered with a white lambert shader on 
all objects in order to show the lighting. 


 
Fig 5.8. Image from Costa’s study rendered with a white 
lambert shader on all objects in order to show the lighting. 
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The final midday rendering (CPlate_02 on page 91) effectively 


displays time of day and contains the properties of midday 


sunlight as discussed in Chapter 4 (pg. 53).The project has 


explored the use of global illumination and final gather in order 


to achieve high quality renders and has, therefore, met all its 


objectives. 
  


The afternoon render, I believe, is the most successful in terms 


of displaying mood. The most significant contribution to this light 


setup is its characteristics of colour and shadow properties. The 


main infinite light is yellow-orange in colour and provides crisp, 


dark shadows. The spot light is set to blue in colour, with a very 


low intensity which helps create a realistic blue light reflected by 


the sea and sky outside. The ambient light in the room is at a 


very low setting, providing little interior illumination. With its 


colour changed to yellow it adds to the mood of the visualisation.  
 


The render process was completed with each light in isolation in 


order to assess their individual intensities and contribution to the 


scene, and then with a white lambert shader on (Fig 5.9) in 


order to assess the lighting as a whole. I then made use of 


global illumination and final gather techniques to achieve the 


final results as seen in CPlate_04 on page 92.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
Fig 5.9. Afternoon image rendered with a white 
lambert shader on all objects to show the lighting. 
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I felt that the final afternoon render did not require post-


production editing or colour tweaking in Photoshop, as it 


contained a significantly stronger mood that met all objectives. 


While the brightening up of the image yielded excellent results, it 


also lessened the effects of the mood in the visualisation, thus 


defeating its objectives. The severe dark tones helped define the 


mood of the image and are therefore not evaluated as 


contributing to poor visibility in the scene, but rather as 


successfully establishing mood.  


 


When comparing Costa’s 


study to my own creative 


project (Fig 5.10) many 


similarities can be seen. For 


instance, the darkened 


tones in the room with the 


luminance projecting from 


the windows; the warm 


tones in the room created 


by the yellow colours of the 


light source; and the 


prominent crisp shadows 


evident in the throw of the 


light in the scene.  


 


The histograms which 


follow in Fig 5.11 are  


very comparable, confirming the similar use of tones in both 


studies. Costa’s histogram shows the use of slightly lighter tones 


which may be a minor downfall in terms of the creative project. 


 
Fig 5.10. Comparison of final afternoon scene and Costa’s study. 
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The final night scene was undoubtedly the most difficult to 


achieve in terms of the goals of the project. The entire light 


setup needed to be started afresh because it required very 


different luminance properties, and therefore took more time to 


complete.  


 


Many different light setups were tested in this scene but most 


failed to yield good results. The most significant problem was 


using area light settings which increased the render times 


significantly, making small changes slow and difficult to evaluate. 


Light attenuation settings were important in order to mimic an 


artificial light’s fall off, but also slowed the rendering process 


significantly. A suitable compromise was eventually reached 


between the light and render settings which optimised 


renderings and sped up the process significantly. 


 


The final night scene as seen in CPlate_06 on page 93 has clearly 


established mood and reveals a strong sense of the time of day. 


According to the histograms in Fig 5.12 the 


 
Fig 5.11 Histogram analysis of (left) Costa’s study and (right) afternoon render from the creative 
project. 
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concentration of tones in both studies is in the darker region of 


the graph and are almost identical.  


 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


When comparing the night 


studies (Fig 5.13), Costa has 


used the glow from the 


television to create visibility 


in the room. Although his use 


of global illumination on the 


wall is not true to life (as 


reflections from a television 


are more blurred), the effect 


is still visually intriguing and 


captures the viewer’s 


imagination. The night study 


in the creative project has 


taken a slightly different  


approach. The light in the room is generated from the lamps and 


candles inside the room, creating a more static atmosphere. 


However, it successfully captures the feeling of night in a living 


Fig 5.12 Histogram analysis of (left) Costa’s study and (right) afternoon render from the 
creative project. 


Fig 5.13. Comparison of final night scene and Costa’s 
study.  
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environment, very strongly conveys mood and has, therefore, 


met its objectives.  


 


The creative project as a whole has employed various lighting 


designs and made use of the different light types and attributes 


which are available in 3D programmes. It has investigated 


realistic properties of light, through global illumination and final 


gather techniques, and explored lighting resulting from natural 


influences (time of day). Three renderings, all of which 


effectively display mood, have been presented. The 


environments of these renderings go beyond functionality and 


successfully establish a time setting enhanced by human 


activity. The study has made use of CG techniques that support 


Brenton’s principles of photorealism, and it maintains the design 


principles of colour, texture, balance, harmony and composition 


to create a more dynamic, visually appealing rendering. The 


room is thus not just a room, but a space to be lived in. The final 


renderings have therefore successfully explored light within a CG 


environment in order to create mood in a visualisation. 


 


The study as a whole has looked at various aspects of lighting 


that are relevant to the CG artist in creating photorealistic 


visualisations: from the purpose, qualities, quantities and types 


of light, to the creative choice of colour, materials, textures and 


composition. These are the essential tools available in recreating 


quality renderings within a CG environment. The work of James 


Turrell and Jose Pedro Costa are the models for designers 


specialising in CG lighting techniques, with Costa setting a high 


standard for quality visualisations in the industry.  
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I anticipate that the contents, case studies and creative project 


contained in this research report will serve as a solid foundation 


for the understanding and further development of those 


specialising in CG visualisation and lighting. Ideally it is hoped 


that this research study will open the doors of learning and 


create curiosity, so that CG artists will aim for higher quality 


photorealistic visualisations.  
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CPlate_01 Day lighting Rendering: Interior Lighting learning process. Jose Pedro Costa. 
Mymentalray.com.  
 


 
CPlate_02 Final render: Midday lighting. Creative Project: Bronwyn Marshall, 2009. 
 


Colour Plates 
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CPlate_03 Sunset lighting. Rendering: Interior Lighting learning process. Jose Pedro Costa. 
Mymentalray.com.  
 


CPlate_04 Final render: Afternoon lighting. Creative Project: Bronwyn Marshall, 2009. 
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CPlate_05 Night lighting Rendering: Interior Lighting learning process. Jose Pedro Costa. 
Mymentalray.com.  
 


 
CPlate_06 Final render: Night lighting. Creative Project: Bronwyn Marshall, 2009. 
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Annexure A – Synopsis for Creative Project. 
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Annexure B  
CD with final renders (Digital) and 3D scene files 
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Appendix A 
 
 


Synopsis for Creative Project:  


Masters of Arts by Coursework and Research Report  


(Supporting documentation) 


 
 
 
The following documentation outlines the technical and creative 


process undertaken as part of the Creative Project. The material 


included in this document stands to support the theoretical 


document as well as provide detailed information on the procedural 


aspects undertaken in order to achieve the objectives for the final 


renders. The content of this appendix is software specific (to 


Softimage XSI and Mental Ray), which draws its concepts and 


direction from the Research Report. 


 


 


 


Research Report Title: 


COMPUTER GENERATED LIGHTING TECHNIQUES: 


THE STUDY OF MOOD IN AN INTERIOR 


VISUALISATION. 
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1. Creative research and direction 


The creative project detailed in this document follows the theoretical 


study of computer generated lighting techniques to create mood. 


The research looks into specific aspects of lighting: various set up’s; 


types of lights; as well as the properties of light all used in a 


realistic manner in a visualisation. The rendering process is also a 


main focus of this investigation to ensure the best results for the 


final rendered submissions. I have looked at various lighting studies 


from different internet sources, which collectively use MentalRay 


rendering software. The studies, that I will address and discuss in 


the document, look at photorealistic lighting techniques and how to 


achieve good results using global illumination and final gather. 


 


2. Goals of the project 


The goals of this project are the following: 


 To model a high polygonal interior living environment that 


conforms to realistic scaling. 


 To texture the models using high resolution resource material, 


bump maps and appropriate shaders 


 To include aspects in the visualisation that will add to the 


photorealism in the scene (i.e. randomness, “chaos” according 


to Fleming) 


 To take aesthetics and design principles into consideration 


when setting up the scene (colour schemes and design 


elements of the furniture; camera angle/composition; etc). 


 To light the scene using the techniques and principles 


discussed in the report. Using Costa’s studies as a basis, 


lighting set ups will be designed to achieve mood as result of 


natural influences (time of day). 


 Complete and submit 3 high quality final renders (stills) from 


the same camera perspective 
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Personal goals for project: 


 To learn more about lighting and rendering techniques and 


procedures.  


 To understand Final Gather and Global Illumination and how 


they work together to create realistically lit scenes.  


 To achieve Photorealism through good texturing and shading 


processes. 


 To learn more about Mental Ray rendering software and gain 


a better understanding of its capabilities.  


 To submit the final works to Vismasters.com to be selected for 


their online gallery. 


 To publish a brief synopsis/tutorial of the Research Project on 


the internet on sites like MyMentalRay.com 


 


3. Production plan / work flow plan 


Production planning for the project was done in conjunction with the 


writing of the research report. Outcomes and deliverables were 


highlighted in the early stages of planning so that the production 


would be at its most successful. The following production plan was 


created for the research: 


 


 


 


 
Production Plan for Research Report and Creative Project. 
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Production Plan for Research Report and Creative Project. 
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4. Modelling 


 


Modelling of the assts was completed as part of the first phase of 


the project. Polygon count was not considered fundamental in 


optimising renders as the final images were to be stills (and not  


animated). Although items 


were modelled with only 


the necessary geometry 


required, high polygonal 


counts were still evident. 


The modelling statistics 


for the scene are shown in 


the screenshot on the 


right. 


 


 


 


An important detail that needed to be focussed on at this point was 


to make use of Brenton’s photorealistic modelling elements, i.e.  


bevelled edges and object 


modelling depth. Bevelled 


edges help to prevent models 


from appearing too rigid 


(which often draws the 


viewers attention to the 


medium). Although it creates 


more geometry, the overall 


effect is essential in 


achieving photorealism.  


 


 


 


 
Screenshot showing statistics for the final scene 


Screenshot showing a section of the 
walls with (left) no bevelled edges and 
(right) bevelled edges. 
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The geometry then needed to be scaled to size. This was a difficult 


process in Softimage XSI as the programme does not contain a 


universal measuring tool. A different system1 for measuring was 


therefore sourced, based on discussions on XSI Base and the assets 


were scaled according to real life dimensions. This is an important 


step as the lights and global illumination emit photons and rays 


reliant on correct scaling of a scene. The room also needed to be 


sealed (closed on all four sides) or else the photons would escape 


the interior environment and wouldn’t continue bouncing in the 


space, whereby creating realistic global illumination affects. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


                                                 
1 Each XSI Unit was interpreted as 10cm. 


 
Screenshot showing measurement system used. 
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Screenshot showing the final scaled scene geometry in XSI SoftImage. 
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5. Texturing 
 


Texturing of the assets needed to be completed in a realistic 


manner in order to achieve photorealistic results. The textures 


were UV mapped and only high resolution images were used. 


Textures like the carpet material and the suede of the couches 


were bump mapped with their settings adjusted for each item’s 


requirements, i.e. The carpet’s setting were to be higher (to create 


more depth) than the suede which only needed a subtle bump to 


be realistic.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


The shaders used were selected and tweaked according to their 


reflectance properties required. A very useful and versatile shader 


available in XSI was the Architectural shader. This material shader 


is designed to support most physical materials used in architectural 


and product design renderings. It supports most hard surface 


materials such as metal, wood, and glass. It was fine tuned for 


glossy reflections and refractions to achieve photorealistic results.  


 


  
 
Left: Close up of the suede texture on the couches. Right: The high resolution image 
used to create the textured model. 
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Images needed to be sourced and selected for the outside ‘view’ 


for each study. These were selected according to their colour 


properties, time of day depicted in the image, as well as how it 


fitted into the final visualisation (i.e. position of sun and horizon; 


distance of items in view from room, etc). Finding a single image 


that fit all the criteria required proved to be a very difficult task. 


The following images gave the best results and were used as the 


views in the final visualisation: 


Final images used for the view in each visualisation Left: Midday. Middle: 
Sunset. Right: Night. 


 
Close up render showing various shaders, in particular an application of the 
architectural shader used on the wine glass model. 
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6. Lighting 


Before starting the lighting process, I completed a schedule 


according to my objectives of what I was trying to achieve for each 


render. This helped to put into perspective what kind of lights and 


their properties I was going to try. The following is a copy of those 


lighting plans: 
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After completing this I had a better understanding of the lighting 


objectives for each scene. I then embarked on two distinct 


approaches to lighting the scenes, both yielding quite different 


results. The following outlines each set up for the studies and 


discusses the results of the renders, their successes and failures. 
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6.1 Midday Scene 


First lighting test: This test was completed using a technique from 


Digital Tutors: Rendering Interiors in XSI (2002-7). This technique 


requires the 3d artist to remove all the assets from the room by 


means of layers (disconnected) and complete the lighting in the 


empty environment. This gives a good indication of the lights 


intensity, values and their contribution to the scene.  
 


In this technique I began the lighting set up with a singular infinite 


light, placed in the position the sun would realistically be. The 


intensity setting was set to 0.75 with shadows enabled in order to 


establish it as the dominant light source in the scene. Because I 


was going for soft shadows in the midday render, I later changed 


the infinite light type to a spot light, and turned its area light 


settings on. This provided softer, more diffused shadows. 
 


The next light was also a spot light, but with no intensity setting. 


The purpose of this light was to provide the photons required for 


global illumination techniques to be used. The third and final light 


in this set up was a point light inside the room to provide the 


ambient lighting for the space. Its intensity setting was set at 


0.1with everything else inactive. These lights were then rendered 


with global illumination switched on, with its settings tweaked 


until they displayed a desirable effect. A photon node had to be 


included in the floor material shader as it was causing all the 


bounce light to be too similar. This resulted in the walls returning 


to their white colour. The final results of the empty rendered room 


were quite successful. However, when the assets of the room 


were un-hidden, the result of his lighting set up was quite dull and 


undefined. Its mood did not give a strong enough sense of the 


time of day and I therefore embarked on a second test. 
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Screenshot showing light types and placement in the 
first set up according to Rendering Interiors in XSI 
(Digital Tutors) 
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Second lighting test: This technique was adapted from the Interior 


Lighting in Mental Ray tutorial2 on treddi.com. In this approach the 


assets in the room remained visible and the need for layers was 


not necessary.  
 


The representation of the sun was again done by means of a spot 


light in the same position, but the intensity setting is now 


increased to 1.5. with shadows activated. The main difference in 


this set up is that this light is now set to emit the photons required 


for global illumination, instead of using a separate spot for this 


purpose. Then there were 2 point lights placed in the region of the 


windows. Their area light settings were activated and scaled 


according to the size of the window frame and placed accordingly. 


Their intensity settings were 0.6, also with shadows enabled. A 


significant feature of these lights was a fall-off (attenuation) 


setting which prevented them from releasing too much light into 


the room. The following is a screenshot of the final light set up for 


this test. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


                                                 
2 Available at: http://www.treddi.com/forum/index.php?showtopic=8436 Accessed: 6 February 2009. 


 
Screenshot showing light types and placement in the second set 
up according to Interior Lighting in Mental Ray (treddi.com) 
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An important method for testing the light set-up in this technique 


was to create a separate render pass where a pure white lambert 


was applied to all the objects in the scene. The scene was 


rendered with each light in isolation in order to assess its 


contribution to the scene, then with various settings on and off 


(global illumination and final gather) to assess the final light set 


up. The following is the outcome of these tests: 
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As shown in the comparison above, the final result of the second 


set up was much more successful than the first, if evaluated in the 


same manner. I therefore decided to use and improve on the 


second test light set up for the final midday submission. In the 


image above I have highlighted 2 possible problems that may arise 


when rendering the colour pass. These areas (indicated within the 


circles) look quite ‘blown out’ and may create undesirable effects in 


the final render. I tried to avoid 


these kinds of results by lowering 


the photon settings and slightly 


lower the intensity on the spot 


light. It can be seen in the final 


test renders (right) that the 


second test is more emotive, 


vibrant and suggestive of the 


time of day. Final passes were 


rendered out from this light set-


up (colour, occlusion and 


selective3) and composited in 


Combustion and Photoshop (See 


CPlate_02 on page 91 for final 


submission).  


 


                                                 
3 A selective pass was completed that isolated the white and shape of the windows. This was for post 
production techniques to be experimented with in Photoshop and Combustion. 
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6.2 Afternoon Scene 


 


First lighting test: The first afternoon lighting test was designed 


from Digital Tutors: Rendering Interiors in XSI (2002-7). The same 


lighting set up as discussed on page 14 was used for this test, with 


a few changes. Firstly, the intensity of the infinite light was 


increased to 1.7, its shadows darkened and the colour of the light 


was altered to orange. I wanted the crisp, defined shadows, so I 


left the light as an infinite for that reason. The position of the light 


was lowered in order to represent the height of the setting sun on 


the horizon. 
 


The photon-emitting spot light remained, with the same settings. A 


second spot light was placed outside the room. Its intensity setting 


was lowered to 0.08 and its colour set to a light blue. The purpose 


of this light was to imitate the blue bounce light from the ocean 


and sky outside. A final point light was placed in the room in order 


to provide the soft ambient light. Its intensity was 0.05 and is 


yellow in colour. 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


 


 
Screenshot showing light types and placement in the first set up according to Interior 
Rendering (Digital Tutors) 
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Second lighting test:  


Because the first lighting set up produced such successful results I 


decided not to embark on a second. Instead, I completed the test 


of creating a separate pass, assigning everything a white lambert 


and rendered the lights in isolation. The following is the outcome 


of that test. 
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6.1 Night Scene 


First lighting test: This scene was also completed using Digital 


Tutors: Rendering Interiors in XSI (2002-7) as a resource. 


However, my environment required quite different lighting set ups 


because of the layout of the scene and most of the lighting was 


defined by this. I started the lighting with a blue spot light outside 


of the room to imitate the moonlight. This was set at an intensity 


of 0.3 with shadows and area light options activated. The photon 


emitting spot light remained in the scene. The next light was a 


point light inside of the room with an intensity of 0.2, colour blue. 


This light was meant to supply a cold ambient light in the room, 


which was later removed as it made the scene too blue in its tonal 


range. 
 


The next light sources were simulated to come from the 2 lamps in 


the room. They were made yellow in colour and set to different 


intensities. The last light in the room came from the candles which 


consisted of 3 separate point lights, yellow in colour, intensity 


setting of 0.6 and a short fall off of 200 with shadows enabled. The 


results of this render were not very successful. Firstly, the scene 


was too light and blue in tonal range, not adding to the mood set 


in a night scene according to the reference images sourced (pg 


13). I therefore embarked on a second lighting set up. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
First successful outcome for the night render. 
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Second lighting test: 


Changes to the lighting set up were completed in order to make 


the scene more successful in displaying mood. The first test render 


was too light and contained too much visible blue light. The 


following changes were made.  


 


The moon spot light settings and placement remained the same, 


but the interior ambient spot light was deleted from the scene. The 


light source coming from the lamp (not visible in the scene from 


the current angle) was also deleted to avoid the visual confusion of 


logical light sources. The point light placed in the lamp on the wall 


remained on an intensity setting of 0.9, yellow in colour with the 


area light settings active. But this time a linear fall off of 600 was 


set in order to create a more realistic attenuation. The three candle 


point lights remained the same. Two additional point lights were 


placed in front of the wall designs with an extremely short falloff of 


100 were set. This was to help illuminate the designs so that they 


didn’t appear as black shapes, darkened by shadows. An additional 


point light was placed in the room with no luminance settings 


active. This light’s purpose was to provide the photon 


requirements for global illumination (GI) processes. Both the 


intensity and GI settings were at 10000 photons each.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Screenshot showing light types and placement in the final set up. 
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The test using a white lambert shader was conducted and the 


following results were found: 
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6.4 Final light set ups. 


The following tables provide the final light types and properties for 


each render. Final renders can be found on Pages 91 to 93 of the 


colour plates section.


Results of the second lighting set up to be used for the final render. 
Glow properties of candles still to be added in post production. 


Rendered Images showing Left: The wall 
designs with poor visibility due to the 
lighting set up. Right: Designs brightened 
up by adding 2 point lights with short fall 
off’s into the scene.  
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7. Rendering 


The rendering process is the generation of a final image from a 


wire mesh model in a 3d environment. The rendering process can 


be quite complicated as each kind of rendering software has its 


own attributes and settings. In this project I made us of MentalRay 


rendering software that is standard in XSI SoftImage.  


 


7.1 Global illumination 


Global illumination (GI) helps create more realistic lighting in a 3d 


scene. Before embarking on this project I had never used these 


settings before, not even knowing the basic process and outcome 


for each setting. The following describes the processes I learned 


from using GI settings and the effect they had in my final 3d 


scenes.  


 


Firstly, in order for the GI settings to be able to work in a scene, 


they need photons from which to make their calculations. Photons 


can be emitted from light sources and is usually set on a single or 


multiple light sources. However, each approach has a different 


outcome and result in your final render. What I found important to 


understand is that these settings provide the number and intensity 


of bounces that the light uses to indirectly illuminate an 


environment. Too many photons make a very bright space and 


visa versa. These settings also work together with your light’s 


intensity settings and therefore need to be altered accordingly.  


 


In my findings it was established that a separate light source with 


no intensity settings (i.e. no luminance properties) that provided 


the photons for GI to take place offered better and more consistent 


results. As seen in the images below, a scene with photons emitted 


from the actual light source (left) in comparison to a separate light 
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source (right) give very different results. If the photon-source is 


placed to close next to an object, too many bounces occur, 


resulting in very bright areas known as ‘hot spots’.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


In addition to these photon (light) 


settings, the GI settings also need to be 


set under the render manager in XSI. 


Many various settings were tried and 


tested, finally settling on the settings 


shown in the screenshot on the right. 


These settings were used for all the 


scenes as they gave the best results 


whilst producing the most time efficient 


renders. Similar settings were advised 


from both the Digital Tutors: Rendering 


Interiors in XSI (2002-7) as well as 


Interior Lighting in Mental Ray tutorial4 


on treddi.com. 


 


                                                 
4 Available at: http://www.treddi.com/forum/index.php?showtopic=8436 Accessed: 6 February 2009. 


 
Rendered image with global illumination active showing (left) 
the photons being emitted from the actual light source and 
(right) the photons being emitted from a point light source 
placed 1m in front of the lamp/light source. 


Right: Final global illumination render 
settings for all of the final renders. 
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I found it very interesting to see how the GI reacted during the 


rendering process. In particular, the night scene where there were 


very dark sections of the image due to the high fall-off settings on 


the lights. The GI really helped to illuminate those areas, just 


enough to provide some visibility and improve the realism of the 


lighting to how it would react in reality. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


7.2 Final gather  


Final gather rendering options help to 


achieve even more photorealistic results 


by making every object in the scene 


influence its surroundings as it would in 


reality by making use of photon maps. It 


is a very technical process that is difficult 


to understand on a practical level, but 


basically works together with global 


illumination in achieving photorealistic 


renders. The settings I used in the final 


renders were suggested through various 


tutorials and altered in order to optimise 


render times. 


 


 


Renders showing the progression of visibility in a scene using global illumination. 
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7.3 Render times/statistics 


In production planning, rendering requirements are often 


overlooked and the time required to produce good quality renders 


is inadequately considered. It is a very time consuming, trial-and-


error process which requires a lot of changes to be made in both 


the scene file and in the render settings in order to achieve quality 


renders. It is a very different procedure depending on if the 


requirements of the work are animation (walk-through’s) or stills, 


however both should be planned for accordingly.  


 


In this study, the final outcome was to be 3 rendered stills and 


therefore render time was not considered an important factor in 


production. However, every time a change had to be made to a 


render (light setting, models, etc.) additional time was lost to re-


rendering the still. It therefore became more productive to assess 


render times via a schedule so that correct planning and work-flow 


could be achieved. The table on the following page shows the 


outcome of that exercise. 


 


Hardware Statistics:  


Microsoft Windows XP  


Media Centre Edition 


Version 2002 


Service Pack 2 


 


AMD Athlon™ 64 x 2 Dual Core Processor 5200+  


2.71 Ghz, 2.00GB of RAM. 


 


Software Statistics: SoftImage XSI. V. 6.02. Polygon count (Triangles): 2 295 


272 
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Render Schedule     
       


Render Pass Date Size 
Start 
Time End Time Total Time 


              
Midday Render #1 


Colour 20-Jan-09 720 x 576 12:15 12:34 19 mins 
Occlusion     17:00 17:03 3 mins 
            
Colour 21-Jan-09 1024 x 768 13:13 13:36 23 mins 
Occlusion     13:39 13:42 3 mins 
            


Tests 


Colour 06-Feb 720 x 576 17:51 18:26 35 mins 
              


Colour 10-Feb-09 1024 x 768 11:25 00:42 1 Hr 17mins Final 
Occlusion 11-Feb-09   07:47 08:23 36 mins 


              
Afternoon #2 


Colour 21-Jan-09 720 x 576 12:18 12:29 11 mins 
Occlusion     12:14 12:17 3 mins 
            
Colour 21-Jan-09 1024 x 768 12:36 12:53 17 mins 
Occlusion     12:55 13:01 6 mins 
            
Color 03-Feb-09 720 x 576 10:12 10:28 16 mins 


Tests 


      15:19 15:21 3 mins 
              


Colour 11-Feb-09 1024 x 768 08:49 09:17 28 mins Final 
Occlusion 11-Feb-09   07:47 08:23 36 mins 


              
Night Render #3 


Colour 21-Jan-09 720 x 576 15:02 16:25 1 hr 23mins 
Occlusion     16:28 16:32 4 mins 
            
Colour 22-Jan-09 1024 x 768 03:35 05:54 2 hr 19 mins 
Occlusion 21-Jan-09   20:00 20:03 3 mins 
            
Colour 31-Jan-09 720 x 576 08:57 09:30 33 mins 
            


Tests 


Colour 09-Feb-09 720 x 576 09:21 10:06 45 mins 
              
Final Colour 11-Feb-09 1024 x 768 09:46 11:50 2hrs 36 mins
  Occlusion 11-Feb-09   07:47 08:23 36 mins 
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8. Outcomes and Conclusion 


 


I feel that the outcomes of the lighting studies as set out via the 


project and lighting plans were very successful. I completed each 


process from modelling; texturing; lighting and rendering with 


meticulous attention to detail, all of which yielded satisfying 


results. I am pleased with the final renders and felt that I have 


learned a lot through this process. Prior to this study, my 


knowledge of realistic lighting; photorealism; global illumination; 


final gather and rendering were very minimal. I have gone beyond 


my means, sourcing reference material and tutorials to assist in 


reaching the goals I set out at the beginning of this study. I sought 


technical help; creative assistance and advice from professionals in 


the industry which all assisted in the success of this project. 


 


In terms of being an outcome and practical example of the 


theoretical research, I feel these practical studies have laid a solid 


foundation for the lighting theories discussed in the report and has 


emanated in an architectural visualisation by which the outcomes 


of the investigation can be measured. The lighting studies have 


met their objectives in creating a photo-realistically lit scene which 


successfully displays mood and offers a foundation for those 


wanting to specialise in lighting techniques in a CG environment. 
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Abstract 


 


The report investigates computer generated (CG) lighting 


techniques with a focus on the rendering of interior architectural 


visualisations. With rapid advancements in CG technology, the 


demand and expectation for greater photorealism in 


visualisations are increasing. The tools to achieve this are widely 


available and fairly easy to apply; however, renderings on a local 


scale are still displaying functionality and lack visual appeal. The 


research discusses how design principles and aesthetics can be 


used effectively to create visual interest and display mood in the 


visualisation, with strong attention to the elements that are 


defined as the fundamentals in achieving photorealism. The 


focus is on a solid understanding of CG lighting techniques and 


principles in order to achieve high quality, dynamic 


visualisations. Case studies examine the work of lighting artist 


James Turrell and 3D artist Jose Pedro Costa and apply the 


findings to a creative project, encompassing the discussions in 


the report. The result is the completion of three photorealistic 


renderings of an interior visualisation, using different CG lighting 


techniques to convey mood. The research provides a platform for 


specialisation in the 3D environment and encourages a multi-


disciplinary approach to learning. 


 


Keywords: Lighting; visualisations; photorealism; rendering; 3D 


computer graphics; mood; visual appeal; design principles; 


aesthetics.
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